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.,,c Beyoild Picturesrand Pronouns: Sexis'Itt inaTeacherdEducation Textb06ks .-
was developed th'rough funding loy the-WOtherirS Proijram Staff, Office of A
Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

'
.

, -.
.

The findings of this study reveal widespread sex bias in the most
popular.Jeacher educatiort textbooks. These textbooks pley-aminfluential
i-ole in shaping the attitudesand behaviors of. thousands of nelly
'certified teachers who'graduate epch ygarfrom this cotAntr9cs- olleges
and univ rSities. This stutity indicates tiiat our-leacher education text-
-books a e more likely to reinforce than reduce sexist attitudes and
behavio

,

We hope that the findings of this study will not be taken as'an,
indittment of the current state of the field, but as a constructive first
step in eliminating sex bias from they textbooks. If publishers, editors,
and authors are to produce sex-fair tix-ts, they must be aware of biasq
that pervade existing teacher education 'kooks. To this end, we have An-
cluded a series of guidelines focused on he development of sex-fair teU-
books in the field of teacher education. Preliminary conversations with
authors and editars.have indicated a receptivity,to this,issue and a
willingness to incorporate these guidelines. We hope-that other authors,
editors, and,teacher educators will be simf'i-Wy encouraged, to implement
the sex-fair guidelines included in this monograph. Also, if teacher-
educators become awai-e of the patterns of sex bias in the texts they Use,
they can remedY the situation by incorporating supplementary-materials such
as those listed in the annotated bibliography in Appendix D.

Although the, purpose of thiS irivestigation was to analyzethe treat-,
ment of women in these texts, *someAttention was.devoted to the treatment
of racial ankt ethnic groups as well. Our initial findings indicate that
a comprehensive investigation of the representation al14...p6trayal of
minorities in teacher education texts ts needed. We also recommend the).
development of guidelines in this area.

We-wish to thank Joan 'Duval and Patricia Goins, Women's Prdgrath Staff,
U.S. Office of Education, for their support and encouragement of this study.
Members of the piTject's Validation Panel--Lane Akers, Alma Graham, Shirley
McCune, Jeana Wirtenberg and Sara Zimet--offered constructive aasessment
and recommendations in the development 6-f the content analysis instrument'
and of this monograph. Ruth Garies and Carolyn Dozier compiled and annotated
the bibliography included in the monograph. We atso express our -appreciation
to Roseanne Alspektolz and Gwen Baker for reviewing ,project materials and to
Frank and Nancy Turaj for their encouragement and editorial assistance.
Thanks are extenited to Margaret Amirassefi for the monograph:s graptic design
and to Eric.Kramer for'his'assistance in project.management. Finally, we
are indebted tp the several raters who spedt long and tedious hours analyzing
the-content of these texts and to JoyCe Bouviei..and, Carolyn Dozier for 'the
hours spent in typing project materials.

Myra Sadker
David Sa4ker
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LESS THAN 1 PERCENT: 'Sex Equity in Teacher EClucation Texts

Each year over'200,000 proSpective teachers graduate from colleges
and universities. Their professional textbooks are 'crucial to the way

k these future,teachers are prepared to work with children. Texts have
the potential for decreasing sex bias tn teacher attitudes and behaviors;
Ihey can discdss themay sex-role stereotyping limits the potential of
both female and male)students. They can provide an accurate and thorough
e cription of Title IX and its implications for schools.. They can discuss
curricular.resources to supplement biased ir&ructional materials. They
can discuss instructional approaches that.will encourage all students to.
readt their pote4ial. They can describe the experiences and contributions
of women in education. they Can encourage future teachers to be aware of
and comOltted to educa6onal equity. Or, throligh amission and stereo-
typing, they can reinforce or create biased attitudes and behaviors. Their
content is critical.

%
0

We decided to see what the best-selling teacher education'textbooks
tell future teachers about the contributions of women, abobt sexism, and
about sex differences. We wanted to learn whether these books would help
future teachers create sex-fair classrooms where children, regardless of'
sex, could,grow and develop to their, full potential. We also wanted to
see'Whatleasures teacher,educators need to take to rectify potential
inaccuracy ehd imbalance in the-textbooks they use.

By contaqing major publishers, we tdentifted twenty-four of e most
widely used teacher education texts in the fplloWing seifen areas: Founda-
tions of Education or Introduction to EducotiOn; Educational Psychology;
and Methods of Teaching in,five content areps--Reading, Lahguage Arts,

. Social Studies, Science, and Math. We selected these areas because they '

form the core of most teacher education pro'grams across the cftintry. All
texts selected for analysis were published between 1973 and 1978 wo that
it would be reasonable to expect that discussion of topics relateci,to sex
equity would.be

This was our research procedure. We developed and field-tested a
, compfgiensive content analysis ifistrument and trained.teams of raters in -

, its application. Each of the twenty-four texts was analyzed by.at least
AWo raters who applied the.cohteht analysis instrument to the content of
each book, including narrative, illustratiqns,Andexes, footridtes and bib-
liographies. The raters analyzed the amount of content allocated to females

\-9 and males, theitreatment of the experiences and contributions of women, the .

t atment give' sexism, and sex differences. They also compiled-data on
he experiences ana contributions of facial/ethnic 'groups, racial/ethnic

discrimination, and racial/ethnic difcferences., (A detailed description ofe
rejar methodology, definitionvf terms, and a listing of the twenty-

s analyzed are included in APpendices A and B. Appendix C offers
indings on rac41 and ethnic minorities.)

101
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or teacher ducation textbooks ,are failing to include thisoissue. Over

of textbook an4lysis, we reached our conclusion: Our.
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95 percent of the texts 9ive tde.issge of seX equity less than 1 percent
. of book space. Many of the books do not mention the issue at all. In ').
. fact, the treatmer was in all eases so minuscule that we had difficulty

-in presenting it Traphkally. AS Figure.I indicates, topics related to
sex eqUity are invisible issues in our mAjor teacher education texts.

.

' Figure II represent,the imbalance in the average ratio of page's,allocated
to,males and females in texts for each Of the Wien core teacher education.
areas. Figures III and IV provide information on the average raticrof male -
tolemile authors of the teacher edtcation textbooks and of the reference
sources these texts draw upon. The following Report Card highlights soil*
of our major findings.

RepOt-Card for Teacher Echicati,pn Textbooks

-Of all twenty-four_teacher educion texts Alyzed:

TwentY-three give Irlies than 1 percent of space to the issue of
' sexism.

4
,

One,third do not mention the issue of sexism at all, Most of the
teits gOilty of this oversight are in Math and science--the areas
where girls are mast likely to have achie.vement difficulties.

ot a single text provides future teachers wi h Curricular
resources and ithstr(uctional- strategies to cou teract sexism in
the classroom and its harmful impact on children..

Foundations of Education or Introdktion to Education Texts. (Four books,
were analyzed.)

In these, there is overjive times a much content spAce allOcated
to males as to females.

Three of the four books analyzed do not mention Title IX of the
EdytitiOn Amendments'of 1972, the legislation that prAibits sex
ditcrimination in educational programs receiving federal financial
-dssistAce.4 The one book that does !mention Title IX spends Are
lspace on an unnamed#19th century normal school than on this impor-
tant current law and its implications for schooli across the
country.

Two of the four books do not discuss sexip in education.1 Tie
. niost attention any individual bookolives to this.issue is less

than 1/2 of 1 percent of the total content.

One of the four.books presentt ad extended discussion of the
advantages and disadvantages of ajdual salary scale, one that
would pay female.teachers-less Wan male teaders.

None of the books tells the history of women in American education.
It goes unpemarked that wown were denied acCess to educatiqn

I ..

/,



Percentage of
the COntent
Devoted to
Sexism, Sex
Differences'
and.tpe
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4 The InvisibleIssue

Sexism,- Sex Differences and the
Experiences and eontributions of Women,
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The finding's im all subject areas
represent a figureitoo small to be
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FIGURE II

,Average Ratio of Pages Discussing Males and Females
in Each of 'die Teacher Education Content k.eas
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FIGURE III
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FIGURE IV

Average Ratio.of Male to Female Authors Cited
in Footnotes and-Bibflographies in the Teacher Educatfon Content Areas
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(beyondAhe dame s"choól),for-the first half of this country's
history.

a-If there is any field to-which women have.contributed--both
cdllectively-and individually--it is that of education. -But you
would never know it from reading these. books. AlL four bodks
tell of Horace Mann, but not'one mentions Emma Willard. One:book,
Aiscusses Yergertus but does not include Maria Montessori.

'Psychology'of Education Texts. (Three books were analyted.)

In the three educitionalspsychology books analyzed; there Is an
average of five times as much content space allocated to males as
to female.

Two of the three books devote less than.1 percent of content space
to the issue o`k sexismi the third gives 1.7 percent of space,to
this issue.

All of the three books discuss the topic of sex difference's, byt
none,of the three books provides a thorough and turrent analysis
of the research in this very complex area.

.

All Wee of the educational psychology bodks analyzed were
written by men. For every female listed in the indeXes of these
books, there is an average of more than twenty mates cited. An
average of four times more male than female authors are cited ip
the footnotes and bibliographies, What do these books tell the
beginning teacher? Educatigel psychology is still a field concep-

.tualized, studied, reCorded and dominated by men.

Methods TextS in Science, Math, Language Arts, Reading, and Social Studies.
(Seventeen books were analyzed.)

In the three science methods texts analyzed, an average of seven
times more space is given to males than females.

-

.4o Results from the National Usessment of Educational Prog'ress (NAEP),
the most comprehensive effoilt to examine achievement on a national
basis, show that the science achievement scares of males are higher
than those of females at both the elementary and secondary levels.
Two of the three science books do not mentiOn this disparity. One
does note that girls are more likely than'boys to have problems
in science.' As'important as this would seem to be, the book spends
far more space on the best buys in bath soaps.

Not one of the three math methods texts mentions the issue of
sexism.

The National Assessment of Educational Progress shows that female
students fall farther and farther behind their male counterparts
in math athievement ai they go up through the grades. None of the
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math.methods textbooks mentions th9 problem or what teachers 4
should be doing to'counterAct it.

`1"4 In the,five reading texts *analyzed, an average of morethan
twice as much Space is allocated,to males than females.

Scores on adhievement tests (including the NAEP) show that many
litre boys.than.girls have prdblemS in reading. All five,of the

,

reaching methods texts discuss sex differences in reading achieve-
vent and/or interests. The discussion is often stereotypic:

Boys show intere-st in-action and aggressiveness -in
the affairs of the world and theref6re prefer adventure,
science, hero stories, biograpOy, histpry and tall tales,
while girls still cling to tile fanciful stories, myths,
stories of chivalry and romance, home.life, biography, and
accounts of everyday life...1

Three of the five reading texts do not mention the issue of s4xism.

Two of the-four language arts texts_discuss sex differences in
reading interests, often stereotypically. In one instance, the
stereotyping pushes inexorably on to a rationalization for
increased discrimitiation.

Foe example, it has been found that bo)t will not read
"girl books," whereaS girls will read "boy books." There-
fore'the ratioi.of boy books shou1 0 be about two.to one in
the classrooM library collection.z

ResearCh on Sexism: A Sampler

This ReportCard demonstrates that teacher education texts do not
adequately describe topics related to sex equity in education. The next
question is, should they? is there information,available concerning the
way sexism operates in education? on the ways it may harm children? on

strategies teachers may use to counteract the harm? Is the issue of sex
equity of,sufficient importance.to be worlh more,thSn 1 percent of a book's
Space? Let's take a look at some of the research.

There now exists a significant body of infOrmation concerning'sex bias
in education and its effect on students. (See Appendix. D.) The research
documents a loss of intellectual'potential, of self-esteem, and of occu-
pational aspiration as girls "progress" throulgh school.

1
Martha Dallman et al., T e Teaching of Reading, 4th ed. (New York: Holt;

Rinehart & Winston; 197 ), p. 370. .

2
Dorothy Rubin,.'Teachin1 Elementary Language Arts (New Ydrkl- Holt,

Rinehart & Winston, 1975), p. 191,
)

8 *
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Intellectually, feMales start off'aheadof males. Generally they' .

speak, read, and count sooner. But y the upper grades, their performance,
on achievement:tests begins to decline. This is particularly true in
science and in..math, and math i9 a field which has.been termed "the criticd1
filter." Girls are far less likely than boys to-take aavanced.math courses.;'hid by the time they reach.college they are filtered out 0 potentially
lucrative and prestigious careers,in science.,,accounting, engineering and'
medicine--that is, aSsuming they get to college at all. Of the brightest

. high school graduates who neyer get to coLlege, 75 90 percent are women.

Female students lose not onIy,intellectual potential but'self-esteem
as well. Afi boys and girls go through school, their collective Opinions
of boys grow increasingly more positive and their collective opinions of
01715 increasingly more_negative. Both sexesare learning that in bur
society, boys are worth more. ,

While there are sow craa% in occuOtional sei-roie,stereotypps, girls
still are chandeled into the -"appropriate"and "traditional" roles as
teachers, nurses, and secretaries. One of the results of this channeling
is that a female with a ccillege degree can expect o earn only as much as a
male with an eighth-grade education. Stereotyping is costly for women.

ovo

Costly 9r not, it is a classroomrlesson'whenever a book is opened.
Content ana,lyses show that in the most widely used elementary texts in
science, .math, reading, 'spelling and social studies, females are repre-
sented n leSs than.one-thfrd of the illustrations. The situation,is even
worse for,minority,females. As the grade lthiel increases, female repr'esen-
tation decreases: While ni6n ate shown in ovei. 150 occupational roles, women
are portrayed almost exclusively as housewives. These lessons in'imbalance
simply do not reflect reality. Over 40 percent of women are iii the paid
labor force, and the average-female worker will spend almost 40 years of
her life on the job.

Unfortunately, sexist messages are taught not only by books but also
by both female and male teachers. Research shows that teachers are more
likely to interact with male students. They are likely to talk to a female
only.if she is nearby. They..will talk.to a male'student no matter where he
is in the classroom. Teachers are likely to show males how to accomplis4
a particular task but to do it for girls. Thqy are likely to rewa'rd males
for ademic achievement: "Warren, that was an excellent paper on the.causes
of the Civil War." They are like1,0o reward females for an attractive
appearance and for good behavior: "Anita, that's a pretty dress you're wear-.
ing,today."-

. .

Research shows that many counselors hold stereotyped expectations for
females and males and that sex bias frequently charatterizes testing
procedures, materials, and the counseling process itself. Inequitable access
-and treatment in physical education, athletics, vocational education, and
several other areas also have been dOcumented thoroughly.

os
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. I is is but_a iery.brief.samOer of the research_on sexism in' edu-

over. .For our purposeS, suffice it to say that the problentAras,..been ,,fcatio . -Comprehensivediscrission would fill this monoflraph.several, times.

, documented extensivery. fa factlit has been recognized as,.bping s0 severe'
,

and sa widespread that, in 1972, Title IX of'the Educatfon-J40dTents wog

passed. It states: mN6 person in the United Statqs shall..6f4he basis..
of sex, be exclmded from parttcipation in, Up deni9d the beneffts of, or

be subjected to discrimination under.any educational prograterecbiving
"'

Federal financialassigtance.
.

,,- .
.

, - In the following pages,'we Will.offer a more-cOMplete analysis of
the way teacher.pducation.texts in'each of the seven content -areas treat :
.the issue.of sex_equfty in education. 'Our_Walysis dea.ls:W4t.r_more'_than

, pictures and pronouns, although we,do not-dismisS the importance of
.

. .
language and'illdstrations and their impaCt oh ;the'way future teacHers

conceptualizetheir worrd.. We will examine the nature.of each content
area to,determine which issueis related tb sexism in education should be

included and how they should'be,por0-ayed. Finally., we will dfferlguide-

lines so,that futUre teacher education texts will enabite teachers to work '

-.fairly with all* our chiidren. . ?

-.7

It iS, in fact;-the potential of all 66(children--our'daughters sa

.

well as oUr sos=-that this monograph $s really about. )That is the heart

'of the issue. .
CeSs than 1 pertent.of textbook space does not do it

,

justiCe. 1
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INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION TEXTS: .

the Story

.=

Laying the Fpundationeaving Out H*lf

, ,

Prospective teachers typically begin their program of study-in'the
field of educatfonmith a course-lin foundation's ofeducatidn'or intro-' ,

2ductiOn to education. Texts for these courses gtve some attention to
hjslorical, philosophicaVand sociological issues as they relate,to
education and focus on tension points or-contemporary problems in this
field.

I

Four texts were anatyzed:
4., 4

Johnson, Jamss, eyal. jntroduction to the Foundations of American
Education, 3rd ed , kilYn & acon,

'Richey, Robert. 'Planning for Teaching, 5th ed., McGraw-Hill, 1973.,

Rypn, Kevin and James Cooper. Those Who Can, Teach, 2nd ed.,
Hou'ightpn.MVflin, 1975.

Van'Tih Milliam..'Educatjon: A Beginning, 2nd ed., Houghton
Mifflin, 1974..

All the'authors of those te4s are male. All four present educ'ation
as.a field defined And conceptualized by mae,s. Table 1 shows that .the
ratio of male to 'female names in the tndex <ranges from a high of thirty-.

nine males forreve4-female cited ta a llow of more than six to one; male

4

TABLE I
I

Foundations of Education and
Introddction td Educatioh Textbooks

Ratio of Emphatis Awarded Males and Females
in Reference Sources, Narrative, and Illustrations

0

.

ts

Analyzed.

/
.. ,

,

Index
Listings

M:F

_
,

. Footnote &
Bibliographic!

- Citationsc/
M:F

,

%.

.

Pages of Book
Discussion
Concerning ,,J

Each Sex
M:F

Figures in
Illustrations

M:f

1.

2.

3.

4.

.
.

Johnson et ,

Richey

.

Ryan & Cooper.

Van Til

.

6:1

39:1
.

7:1
.....

8:1

-
9:1

11:1
,

6:1

8:1

y- - 3:1

8:1
.

.

3:1,

8:1

1:1

!

1:1

1.5:1

1.2:1

t
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authors in fhe footnote& and bibliOgraphy outnumber females in ratios.

. ranging from more than ten to,one to six to .one. In terms of Iheamount

, of content allocated 1to_males andjemalesk thelvange is from i high of
eight times mdre,4ace *given to males than females, to a low of almost . .

three times. more sl5ace given.to males than JeTales. ,On *average, there
. is five times miirie,space. given to males than fem'ales in4hèjies of-these
introduCtory edvation texts.

The-image of the male domain is reinforced through a'variety of
layout techniques. For example, throughout Van Til's Education: A.
Beginning,.there are boxed-off.sections in which authors, philosophers,
researchers and-'teacher5 make statements about education. Seventy-three

. people are quoted. Only one is a female. Ryan and Cooper utilize a
similar technique;.Thae Who Can,' Teach includes over thfrty bOxed-oir
quotes.- Not a single woman is included. The only place where there
'appeari-to be balance In these four introductory books is. in the photo- .

graphs, vihere in all four bpqks there is an equitable distribution of
females and males.

Obviously, when an author writes a book.that atempts.to introduce/
the'entire field.of education, there is an overwhelming amount of material,

that can be dtscurssee The process of selection is crucial. Whatugoes

into the book?. What is.left out"? What is epphasized and highlighted'?

What is skipped over li4htly? dur study shows that issues related to
sexism and. the experiences and.contribytions,of women appear to be

9elected'out, At best; they are mentioned)in passing.

For example, foundatiorts of education books usually include sections

on the history of,education.1 Typically, tfiey discuss those philosophers

an4 oraceitioners whe:Jhave made.notable contributions. One would assume

that in a 'field like education, which has.relied and still relies so much

on the work of women, there would be plenty of discussion given over to

yomen'5 experiences and contributions. Not.so.

Van Til's EducWon: A Beginning includes a thapter called "What%s

a School For?" Here we learn about the work of those who haVe*contributed

to education. There are sections on Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Comenius,
Rousseau, Pestaluzi, 1-16rbart, Froebel, Parker, Kilpatrick, Counts, Bode ,

- and DewO. Only white' males are mentioned. Richers Planning for Teaching'

includes a chapter called "The Development of 'Modern Concepts of Education."
We learn about many of the men cited above. We lOarn about other men as

well: Vergerius, Locke,0James, Bagley, Conant, Hutchins, Bruner,,Piaget,.

Gagne, and Bloom. Emma Willard is not mentidiled. Catherine Beecher is not

mentioned. Sylvia Askton Warner fs not mentiOned. Maria Montessori is not

mentioned.

We find such imbalance quite astounding Our three-year-old child has

never-heard of Vergerius (we had never heard of.him either); but because ,

of the school she attends, khe talks about Montessori every.day. She and

cmintless other children across the country are-indebted to the educational

innovations of Maria Montessori. Vergerius, indeed!

4.
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The foundations text that does the best job (all is relative) in
acknowledging the contributions of women is Ryan and Cooper's Those1hoCanTeach. This text includes to boxed-off biographies of famous .-er1ucdt6fs. .Two are,of-women--Sylvia Ashton' Warner and Maria Montessori
iwo others are of:minority males.

Not only are the contributions of individual,-women slighted, but so
is t,tie collective contrjbution of women. Since the development of the
nbOmal school in the late 1800s (thanks to Emma Willard and Catherine
Beecher), the field of education has relied 9nrinstruction given by women.Today over 80 percent of elementary teachers are women and approximately
90 percent of secondary teachers are women. One get no sense from any of
these books of the extent of women's role in-education.

In fact, Van Til's text not only ignores women's contributions, but
at times even diminishes the'commiiiment and professionalism of female'
teachers. In the very first:chapter of his book, be comments on why some
people choose to teach.. He attributes the following reasobs to female
students: "It's a 800d job for emarried women" (p. 10). "My fiance ondI will be married following graduation. I'll-teach to support us while he
goes.to graduate schOol" (p. 10). "I'll teach until I get the degree I &m
really'after Mrs." 5).

Women do get credit for one inffovation in education, the dame schoolof colonial times. This is the only female contribution that all four
texts describe.

u The real history of education is marked not only by the contributions
Of wofnen, but also by the discrimination they have suffered:

Finding,. . . that the young women did no manner of harmi
we very cautiously admitted them to some of the recitations
of lectures in the university building itself, providing
always that they were to be marched in good order, with at
last two teachers, one in front and the 'other in the rear
of the column as.guards..

This was how the President of the University of MisSouri described the
entrance of women just a little over a century ago. The President of
the University of Michigan expressed similar views about womb in higher
education: "Men will lose as women advance, we shall have a community
of defeminated women andqdemasculated men. When we attempt to disturb
God's order, we produce monstrosities."

In the 1800s women had to fight to be allowed into the university.
A few centuries earlier their struggle was for the opportagity to learn
to read and write. ApproxiMate1y.60 percent of Puritan women did not know
how to sign their names. 4.1687 decision in Farmington, Connecticut, was
but one sign of the times. The town couilcil voted money for a school
"where all children-shall learn to read and write_English." Thit egali-
tarian statement was qutckly qualified with the provision that "by all
children it is to be understood that only male children will attend."



Three of the four.foundations books incl e sections on the history
of American eddcation. None of the books p1uri into the fact that
half our children were once denfed the opportunity.tp learn.' If the
issue is mentioned at all it is rationalized. ,

As late as 1785 there Were only two Latin Grammar Schools
existing in Boston, and the tombined enrollment in these
two schools wA only sixty-four boys: Girls did not
attend Latin Grammar Schools simply because colleges at
,that time did not admit girls; inasmuch as coll ges
existed largely to prepare ministers, it,is unde tand-
able that they did not admit girls.

TABLE 2

(Johnson'et al., p. 315).

. )11

1

Foundation§ of Education and
Introduction to Educatfon Textbooks

Space Allocation: Lgtups.Concerning Females

Percentage of Percentage of
Index Citations Concerning: Content Concerning:

Texts
Analyzed

,

Experiences &,
Contributions

. .of Females
.

Sexism-- Sex
Differences

Experiences &
Contributions
of Females

Sexism Sex
Differences

Johnson' 0.8% 0.6% 0.1% 3.0% 0.3%
et al.

, t

41, Rithey: 0.3% 0.4%.-. 0.3% 0.3% 0.3 0.2%,

,

3. Ryan & 0.4% 0.9% 0.2% 2.0% 0.5% 0.1%
'Cooper '

4

4. Van-Til 0,6% 0.7% 0.1% 1.0% : 0.2% 0.2% .

As Table 2 indicates, sexism is not depicted as a critical issue of
contemporary times. Van Til's Education: A Beginning makes no beginning
at all in this area. Richey's bizarre interpretation of sexism is an
extensive discussion of whether there should be a dual-salary scale, one
which piys women lesspan men. Both Johnson et al.'s Introduction to.the
Foundations of American Education and Ryan and Cooper's Those Who Can,
Tgach do discuss this issug.
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. may* ,
Johnson ancl-his colleagyeS spend-approximately one and a half pages -

on d sect4on called "Women." It staks out with four lines defining the
coMplex piece'of legislation that,is Title IX. .The authors giye half of
ssia page on dis&iminationsin eMployment, a brief paragraph on stereotypic
roles, and half of a.page oniOrces for change such as the NatiOnal
Organization,for Women and the Women's Equity Action League. The discus-
sion focuses on sex discrimination in society. It does not deal with
sexism:in the,field of education. 'There is no discussion of bias in books,
in athletic opportunities, in teacher apd counselor interaction patte'rns,
or-in educational employment. The problem is not defined, and there are
n6 suggestions for what the teacher Can do-about it.

In a two-page section called "Sexism and Sex-Role Stereotyping,".Ryan
. and Cooper do a better job of focusing on education. They-do discus9.sekism
in books and bias in counseling. They cite statistics showing the absence
of women,in educational administration. Unfortunately, they do not mention
Title-IX. The section concludes with the following paragiaph:

The elimination of sexism and sex-role stereotyping in
schools wjll be a complex procedure that will require the,
eooperation of teachers, administrators; school boards;
counselors, educational publishers, and parents. Your rale
as a-teacher will%be esvcially important. As you inteisact
with your pupils and as you select and use instructional
Materialt, your sensitivity to thiS problem will help deter-
mine the attitudes of, Our future generations.% Hopefully,
educators will lead in efforts to evaluate school policies,
curriculumo and practices with regard to4sex bias and will
eliminate sexist discrimination (along with racial and ethnic
discrimination) in our 'schools. Remember,.if You're not part.

, of the.solution, you're part of the problem.
j

(Ryan and Cooper, p. 348)

The problem is t t itls:very difficiqt to end sexism in schools. If
beginning or experienced teachers are to try, they need to. understand how
sexism operates and how it harms children. They need to learn curricular
and instructional strategies they can use to counteract negative effects.
However, the Ryan and Cooper discussion does not provide sufficient detail.

.
. Consequently,.their call to arms becomes rhetoric 41thout meaning.

. .\

Kany of the entries in,Sections I and III of

i

the bibliography in .Appendix.

t

D provide relevant information which should be' i cluded in foundations texts.
These are key sources that teacher educators can t se to counteract omissions,
inaccuracies, and imbalances that may characterize their present foundations
books.

,
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EDUCATIONAL PSYtHOOGY: Confusion in the Content

. .

Three texts were analyzed:

Biehler, Robert. Psychology Applfed io Teaching, 3rd ed., Houghton
Mifflin, 1978.

Gage, N. L. and David C. Berliner. Educational Psychology, Rand
McNally, 19751-

Good, Thomas and Jere-E. Brophy. Educational Piychology: A Realistic
VApproach, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1.977.

Skinner's behavior modification. The.deveApmental stages of Piaget.
Achievement motivation. Evaluation. Erikson's stages. Instructional
strategies. Student characteristics. Measurement. Heredity versy$
environment. Humanistic education.' Classroom management. All these and
more are the substance of educational psychology. In fact, educational
psychology texts npt only attempt to describe a number of psychological
theories and principles, but they also focus on trinslating these ideas
into the world of the classroom. The result iS the creation of lengthy
and weighty-textbooks. Of all the teacher education texts that were
content-analyzed, those in educational psychology presented the greatest
challenge.

Aside from the expected content, these.texts present 6eginning
teachers with a hidden, but dlscoverable, lesSon: educational_psychology
is almost exclusively a male domain. One need only leaf through the pages
.of these texts in order to detect this bias. For each page which discusses
a female, the typical educational psychology teit offers 'five pages of dis-
cussion concerned with men.. For every'bibliograOhic and reference citation
of the work 9f a female in these texts, there are four such citations of
the work.of males. *In the index, ther'e are over twenty times more male
names than female names. So preponderant is the male presenee in these
texts that many beginning teachers may be led to believe that the field of
educational.psycholtgy has been created and nurtured by only one-half of
the population. (See Tables 3 and 4.)

-

This iiibalance in the content, index and footnotes is underscored by
imbalance in graPhic design. For example, Joseph McVicker Hunt's work on
human motivation receives several pages of text, two colors of ink, and a
half-page photograph in the Good and Brophy text. On the other hand,
Eleanor Maccoby's major woYk in the area of sex differences is briefly cited
and footnoted, without any significant explanation. It appears that when -

the work'of females is discussed, the offset press is made idle and,the
colored )nk runs out:

Theliominal treatment given Eleanor Maccoby 'makes another point.
Although all three texts analyzed include discussions of sex differences,
these explanations differ not only from each other, but from the exhauitivei
filidings of Maccoby and Carol Jacklin in The Psychology,of Sex Differences.

L.

1

Eleanor Emmons Maccob nd Carol Nagy Jacklin, The Psychology of Sex
Differences (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 19141.

. 16
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TABLE 3

Educational Psychology Textbooks

Ratio Of Emphasis Awardedliales and Females
in Reference Sources, Narrative, and Illustrations:

.5

Texts
Analyzed

Index
Listings

M:F

.

Footnote &
-Bibliographic

Citations
M:F

Pages of Book
Discussion
Concerning
Each Sex
M:F

Usigures in

Illustrations
M:F

_ -
(

1. Biehler

2. Gage &
Berliner

3. Good &
Brophy

..,-.......--,..___

27:?

18:1
.

n/a

,

,

4:1

4:1

n/a
,

6:1

6:1

3:1
.

,

1.25:1

1.60:1

1.20:1

.

a

TABLE 4
II . 5

Educational Psychology Textbooks ;

Space Allocation: Issues ConcernIng Eemale

POcentagePercentage of

Index Citations Concerning: :..-Conterit Co erning:

S.

is

Texts
Analyzed

.

Experierices &1\lkexism
Contributions
of'Females

fr.........kifferences

,

, 'Sex

. .

.

Experiences &
Contributions

of Females

Sexism
-.

Sex
DifferenOes

.

911phler

2. Gage &
BeOin er

3. Good-&
Brophy

.

. 0.3%

0.6%.

0.2%
.

0.7%

1.0%

,
.

0.3%

1.0% .

1.0%

.

0.9%

.
2.7%

0.7%
.

p

.

,

0.3%
/.

.

03%

1.7%
,

0.6%

OA%

1;3%

.

0.6%
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While this is a complex fiel and a consensus on the nature and source
of sex differences has ne been reached, the subtleties and complexities
of this area are frequeritly ignored. Gage and Berliner, for example,
conclude that "Females are more conforming and suggestible than males"
(p.. 426), Maccoby and Jacklin conclude that the review of the research
in this area does not indicate any greater suggestibility and.conformity
among girls and, in fact, that this commonly held belief is a "myth"
(p. 349).

There is sex-difference inconsistency among these three texts in
explaining higher male achievement scores in math. Gage and Berliner
attribute the higher math scores achieved by males to the expedtations
and pressures of sbcietal sex-role stereotyping. Biehler, in discussing
this very tame issue, cites a study indicating that male superiority in
mathematicsjs a function of boys' greater ability to condentrate ofi tasks
without be+gb confused by background information. Good and Brophy discuss
at 'length the problems many boys encounter in learning bow to read (pp. ,

360-362). On the other hand, they do not mention the difficulties many
,girls experience in their math classes.

The area of sex differences is a complex one, and to a large degree,
it is still a developing field. Broad generalizations or partial explana-

,

tions do not contribute to the beginning teacher's grasp of this area.
Unfortunately, incomplete or inconsistent treatment serves to blur the
distinctions between what is reality and what is myth in the area of seZ
differences. The potential result is that beginning teachers may apply
misinformation about sex differences (taught to them by their educational
psychology book) to their classroom practice. 'This has harmful implications
for children in schools.

Much to their credit, all the authors of educational psychology texts
do inctude sections describing the nature of sexism and express the hope .

that restrictive sex-role stereotyping can be reduced. Unfortunately,
the Biehler text is undermined by a series of statements indicating subtle
andknot-so-subtle values which,work against sex equity. For example,
Biehler presents an impressive non-sex-stereotyped photograph of a.women
working at repairing telephone lines. The impact of the picture -Ft compro-
mised by its caption: "The increasing tendency for women to do.what was'
formerly 'men's work' has many advantages, but it may contribute to role
confusion".(p. 204). This is the text's only photograph pertaining to
changing roles for women. With all the possible comments that could be
made about the expanding potential of women in the work force, this caption
is gratuitously negative.

,

Unfortunately, such inconsistenctes are not confinecyto the illustra-
tions. Biehler goes to some length.to warn against theaangers facing boys
and girls in competitive events. The author is especially'concerned with,

IP

the potentially harmful effects of an "early matur* g" girl sending a bOY
toOlgnominious" defeat in an athletid competition such as tetherball. He
fears that such a defeat may lead not only to unne essary anguish for the
boy, but to a hollow victory for the girl, who may, experience guilt,and
confusion because she is not "demure" and "petite" as society says she



. .

should be. If she is a "budding feminist," Biehier points out; her
.

victory
"may be short-lived because her victim is likely to surpass her in 'size'
in a few years" (p. 184).

By reducing issues of'esex.equity to the rough-and-tsnible world of
tetherhaT1, and by gauging,male and femrale self-este termS of an
individual's congruenee with ,societal'sex-role stere ping, the author :
confuses and belittles the notion of sex equity. Such comparisons suggest
that defeat in athletics is the lot of females, ignores individual dif-
ferences, and leads naturally to Biehler's conclusion: a girl will have
problems with self-esteem "unless she adjusts to the idea of being the ,star
of all-girl athletic teams" (p. 184).

Of. the three tets Analyzed,in_this field, the Biehler book reflects
the greatest inconsistency in relation to women and sex equity, but the
other two texts are not without similar lapses. While Gage and Berliner -
provide the reader with an excerpt from the Scott, Foresman guidelines for
nonsexist language, they fail to implement such' language ip their own text.
Good and Brophy devote some space to dlescrtbing how to remediate sexism
in the classroom, yet begin the very next section with the sentence:
'"Many psychologists have come to view man as capable of self-starting
behavior. . .

"
(italics ours). The authors of these 'Vxts include a

brief disclaimer indicating that the studies on achieVenient motivation
have been performed more frequently with male subjects than with female
subjects. They then spend several pages discuSsing this research (conducted
by male experimenters using only male subjects) to provide an overview Of \,
the state of the field on achievement motivation. The result is an impli-
cation that achievement motivation applies to males only. In the Gage and
Berliner text, the role mothers play in developing achievement mbtivation
in boys is discussed. There is nd discussion related to the role of fathers
in this process. There is no discussion of the development of achievement
motivation in girls. In short, all the authors have a tendency to-be caught
in that oldest of all teaching tra'ps: "Do sas I say, not as I do."

After reviewing these criticisms, it is natural for one to assume that
in terms of sexism, sex differences, and the cOntributiOns-of women, educa-
tional psychologytexts leave much to be desired. Although this is'true,
it is only part of the story. This analysis also revealed several strengths
in these texts.

1

Of all the twenty-four texts evaluated in this study, Gage and Berliners'
provide the most cogent analysis of sexism in schools. In addition, they
have devoted the most space to this topic (1.7 percent). Gage.and Berliner
have also prefaced their discussions on sex differences wiih several infor-
mative and useful comments. They point out that research literature may
exaggerate differerices between the sexes, that while studies indicating the
existence of sex differ4nces tend to get published,.studies which show no
sek differences are far less likely to be disseminated. The authors also
point out thAt the range of individual differences within a 'sex is in fact
greater than the range of differences between the sexes. These comments help
to put the entire issue of sex di ferenees 4'n perspective.

r,
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Goad and Efrophy, in their. text, have_ created a series of hypothetical
'situations tO demonstrale sertain pbints. these brief vtgnettes provtde
a well-kalanced set of examples oflemale and-male figures. -Ankos".has -

been indlcated previously, tll f these.authoris provide stat,ements,*withr
vaiving degrees of effectiveness, of moral-support for the promise of.sex
equity.

r

Sorting out the many complexities concerned with sexism and sex
differences is a formidabile, but essential, challenge confronting educa-
tional psychologists. *Although there is soie progress, it is a,c4allenge
that has not yet been met. **

. .

It is imperative that educational psychology texts present a thórough
!TView arid analy-sis of The fisychology of Sex Differences (MacCoN-and (

jacklin, 1974) as well.as of new research pertaining to this areai./ The
bibliography in Appendix.D h4s several other entries on sex-related dff-
ferenCes in cognitive abilities that s4bu1d be helpful to educational
pSychology authops/and instructors.

1(
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TEACHING LANGUAGE ARTS AND READING:, A-Touctrof Madness rin the Method

The seventeen methods texts analyzed in the following sections are
intehded to provide elementary school teachers with classroom help. Each -
text includes discussions of elementary sChoo1 curricula,as well as tech-
niques and strategies of instruction. The purpose of these texts is to
help undergraduates to function successfully as teachers in social studies,
reading, language arts, science and mathematics.- Although some institutions
offer methods courses'as corequisites along with student teaching, most
colleges and bniversities require that these courses be taken, usually in
the junior or senior years'and prior to student teaching.

Five reading methods texts were, analyzed:

*Dallmann, Martha, Roger Rouch, Lynette Char, and John DeBoer. The,
Teaching of Reading, 4th ed., Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1974.

Durkin, Dolores. Teaching Them to Read, 2nd ed., Allyn abd Bacon,
1974.

Karlin, Robert. Teaching Elementary Reading, 2nd ed., Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1975.

Spache, George and Evelyn B. Spache.- Reading in the Elementary
School, 4th ed.,, Allyn and Bacon, 1977.

Zintz, Miles. The Reading Process, 2nd ed., Wm. C. Brown, 1975.

Four language arts mettiods texts were analyzed:'

Burns, Paul and Betty Broman. The Language Arts_in Childhood
Education,-3rd ed., Rand McNally, 1975.

LUndSteen, Sara. ''Childreti Learn to Communicate, Prentice-Hall,4 .1976.

Petty, Walter.; Dorothy Petty, and Marjorie necking. Experiences
in Language, 2nd ed., Allyn and Bacon, 1976.

Rubin, Dorothy. Teaching Elementary Language Arts, Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1975.

. The reading and language,arts methods texts are treated in a single
section because there (Is some overlap in their content and because'there

* .

1
A fifth editiow.of The Teaching of Reading (1978) was published after the

%Q
1974`edition had been co tent-analyzed, Although the fifth edition was
not formally content-ana zed, it was read. From our reading,it appears
that on the issue'of sex euitq ty in eddcation, thb'1978 text offers no
improvement over the former edition. _ 1

.
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are parallels in tbeir :treatment of sex equity 4n educafion. One thing
they have in common is their treatment of sex-role stereotyping in basal
readers and chipren's literature. Another is their treatment of sex
differences in reading and langUage abilities and in reading preferences.

In terms of overall space allocation, T'able,5 shows that the language
.

arts texts are reasonalOy equitable in their content distribution between
femaleS* and males. In their use of reference sources And in illustrations,
there is also fair treatment. The reading texts, when.compared with the
language arts texts, are not as Successful in these areas (see Table 6),
parti.cularly in space allocation, where there is, on the lverage, twice as
much contentrelating to males as to females.

a§

TABLE 5

Language Arls Methods Textbooks

Ra(tio of Emphasis Awarded Males. and Females.
in Reference SOurces, Narrative, and Illustrations

.

Texts
Analyzed

Index
Listings

M:F

,

Footnote &
Bibliographic

itations
M:F

.

.

Pages of
,

Book
Discussion
Concerning
Each Sex
MIF

,

,

Figures 'n
I11ustratiRT

M:F

1.

2.

3.

4.

Burns &
Braman

Lundsteen

Petty, Petty.
& Becking

Rubin

n/a

.

.

.

1.4:1

n/a

3:2

-4

,

r

'1.4:1
,

1.1:1

.

1.3:1

,

1.5:1

1.5:1

1.3:1
,

1.6:1

_

1.4:1

1.2:1

..-

1.2:1

1.5:1

1.5:1

9

On the issue of sexism, all the reading and language arts'books should
cover the content analyses studies of sex bias in basal readers and chil-
dren's literature. These have demonstratedJemale Invisibility in children's
readers because femalet are often omitted from storfes'and piCtureS. When
females do appear, they are stereotyped to the point of caricature. For
example, girls in basal readers most often are depicted doing nothing--
nothing, that is, except watching their active brothers at work and at play.
For that matter, boys in basal readers bear little resemblance to real human
beings. They achieve feats of heroism equal onlyto those imagined in fantasy
or seen on TV. As for adults, when father finally brings his executive brief-
case home, he knows best--and he knows all. While females in these stories
dissolve into tears at the least prolocation, males remain emotionless--
apparently incapable of expressing fear or sorrow.

22 0 n
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'TABLE 6

Reading Aethods TeXtbooks

Ratio.of Emphasis Awarded Males and Females"
in Reference-SourceS, Narrative and Illustrations

,

,

Texts
Analyzed

.

Index
Listings

M:F
4

,

Footnote &
Bibliographic

Citations
M:F

Pages of Book
Discussion
Concerning
Each Sex
M:F

Figures in
Illustrations

M:F -

1. Dallmanntet al. 2:1 1.7:1 2:1 1:1

2. Duriin n/a 1.5:1 -- 3:1 5:1

3. Karlin 1.8:1 1.5:1 3:,1 1:1

4. Spache & n/a
/

. 1.7:1 1.3:1
-

1:1
Spache'

.

.

5. Zintz 1.51 , 1:5:1 1:4:1 1.2:1
_

is.

Omission and.stereotyping have led several major publishing companies
to issue.guidelines to enstire that futuretasal readers'will treat both sexesmo're equitably and more-realistically." Several state textbook adOption corn-
mittees consider the issue of sex bias to be one of their prime criteria for
'book selection and adoption. Many annotated bibliographies ,of nonsexist
children's Ooks have been published and widely disseminated. In short, therehas been enormous research in and concern about sex bias in basal readers and,
children's literature.

Since there have been so many efforts to confront sexism in children's
books, it is amazing that four of these nine teacher education books omit
the topic entirely. In four other books the amount of treatment is minuscule.
(See Tables 7 and 8.) For example, Burns and Broman spend four sentences-
discussing sex-role stereoty0ing In children's literature and suggest that
:teachers who wish to avoid sexist books obtain Little Miss huffet Fights Backl
Recommended Nonsexist Books about Girls for Young Readers.l This is the only
resource they offer. In contrast, -they provide a two-me bibliography on
"Black 1iterature," "American Indian literature,' "Chinese 4nd Japanese
literature," and "Eskimo literature." There is no bibliography for nonsexist-
literature.
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TABLE 7

Lan9uaRe Arts Methods textbooks

Space Allocation: Issues Concerning Females

Percentage of '
rhdex Citatipns Concerning:

Percentage'of
Content Concerning:

Texts
Analyzed

Ex0eriences &
Contributions
Of Females

Sexism Sex

Differences
Experiences &
Contributions

of Females

Sexism
4

,

Sex
Differences

I.

1. Burns & % om 0.0% 2.4% 0.04% "0.09%
Broman

,
/

2. Lundsteen
i

.0%

4

0.1% 0.6% 0.7% 0.10% 0.00%'

Petty,4, ' .0% , 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.00° 0.06%
Petty &
Becking . .

.

,.

4. Rubin 40%. % 0 4% 0.6% 2.0% 0.,

TABLE 8

Readin9 Methods Textbooks

SpaC Allocation: Issues Concerning Females

Perc ntage,of
Index Citations Concerning:

Percentage oY
,Content Concerning:

Texts
Analyzed

xper eines &
ont butions
of F- .les

Sexism Sex

Differences

.

Experiences &13exism
Contributions

of Females

SeAl

Differences

,

1. Dallmann
et al.'

r.

.

0.0% 3.2% 0.00% 0.08%

2. Durkin 6.3% o 0.0% -1.1% 0.02% '0:02%
,

3: Karlin 0.0% 0 0.2% 1.4% , 0.00% 0.20%

4. Spache & 0.0% 0 0.6% 5.3% 0.20% 0.50%

. . Spache 4.

Zintz' ,0.8% 0 0.2% 6.2% '0.00% 0.60%
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Lundsteen spends two paragraphs on sexism in children's literature.
Her second paragraph attempts to answer-the question, "What can the

,teacher do?"

Again, seek a balanced selection of books. Active female
protagonists are appearing mere and,more in new, quality
books for children. Select books tipt emphasize achieve-
ments of both men and women. Discuss, the sexist elements
in our language and books when they appear in the classroom.

,Otherwise the teacher and the material will convey to the
child the impression that the demeaning of women is socially
acoeptable, is an unavoidable reality, rather than a form,of
prejudicekor 4a lack of sensitivity.

4

(Lundsteen, 11.1T-97)

Such generalities provide the beginning teacher with little real help:
Given the hordes of children's booktitles that are published each yeae,
how are beginning teachers to know which books stress the achievements of
both women and men? Where are the references and annotated bibliographies
that.they can turn to? How are teachers to know about the sexist elements
in language/ In all likelihood, this may be an issue they've never thought
about. Hovf are they supposed to discuss sexism in language and literature ,
with second graders? sixth graders? It requires.skill and sensitivity to
talk about .sexism with elementary school children. Lesson plans and instruc-
tional procedures have been developc4, but Lun4steen does not tell beginning
teachers anything about them.

Of all the language arts and reading mgthods textbooks, Dorothy Rubin's
Teaching Elementary Language Arts gives the most space to the issue of
sexism. Even she spends less than 1/2 of l'percent of her textbook:on tly
topic. Further, neither Rubin's text nor any of the other methods books
in reading or language arts offers curricular resources or instructional
approaches to help beginning teathers counteract bias in their books.

.

Six df the,nine books disms sex dtffereddii in reading preference.
Their analysis of what boys like to read and what girls like to read is
stei-eotypic. For example,Dallmann et-al, cOmment:

Boys show interest in action and aggrestAeness in the
affairs of the world and:therefore prefer adventure,
5cience, hero stories, biography, history, and tall tales, .

. while girls still cling to the fanciful stories, myths,
stories of chivalry and romance, home life, biography, and
accounts of everyday life, thOugh,not always in that'order.
Boys will not choOse a book, ordinarily, that has the name
of a girl in,the title; but girls will choose.a boy's book.

(Dallmanft et'al., p. 370)
/
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Burns and Broman tell future teachers:

, Boys prefer stories of Science, invention, and vigorous
action. . . .Girls will read a book considered to.be of
interest to boys, but the reverse is s'eldom true.

(Burns And Broman, p. 216)
,

Petty, Petty and Becking note that "boys scoff'atiove and avoid books in
which the principal character is feminine" (p. 376).

.

The research on which such conclusions are based is, for the most .

part, yery dated. The authors do not offer contemporary studik that may
show changes inf reading preferencesnew interests influenced Ily current
societal changes in accepted roles fbr men and women. The manner in which
these studies are reported is one which appears to condone sex-typed 4

reading keferences rather than challenge teachers to expand the reading
interests of bothtemale'and male sttidents. Further, these stereotypic
statements are presented without any qualifiers. Obviously,'many boys do

,iprefer st ries related to science and vigorous action. ObVriously, others
do not. Obviously., some girls prefer fomance'and quiet Itories of home
life. Obviously, others do not. As with all stereotypes, these broad,
unqualified gpneralizations about sex dffferences in reading preferences
show no regard for the reality of individual differenCes.

)

One particularly unfortunate aspect of these statements is the,
accepted assumption that boys will refuse to read 'stories about girls.
Again, there is the problem of stereotypic generalizations. Some boys
mey object to, reading books about girls, while others may not. Not all
girls enjoy.reading books'about male characters. Again, even more offen-
sive than unqualified generalizations is a.manner of reporting that appears,

to condone the sex bias of some male students. irhe authors do not give ,

future teachers instructional methodology to challenge sex bias in reading
preferences. They do not offer bibliographies of children's books about
active, interesting:adventurous girls who would attract a female as well
,as a male reading audience. Rather, they present a dated picture and,fail
to confront the sexism inherent within it. It would be uuthinkable to tell
future teachers to-expect and accept that white children will scoff at books
about Blacks or that Christian children will reject books about klews.. Yet,
in-telling future teachers that boys can be expected to avoid books about
sirls, these teacher education texts overtly condone prejddice on the basis
of sex. : .,.

Dorothy Rubin's Teaching Elementary Language Arts pushe2 this sexist
assumption to its ultimate conclusion. Her'discussion of seR differences
in reading preferences begins fairly endugh, with a warning that teachers
"must be careful not to be.caught up in-stereotypes." But he continues:

However, what we know.about children's attitudes *toward

iv choosing books should also be'taken intdaccount. For
example, it has been found that boys will not read "girl
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books," whereas girls will read "boy books." Therefore,
the ratio of "boy booanihould be about two to one in the
classroom library collection. Examples of "girl-type"
books,are Little Women by Louisa May Alcott and many of
the Laura Ihgalls Wilder books such as Little House in,the
Bi6 Woods.,

(Rubin, p. 191)

Sexist statements like this lead to the publication of many more
children's stories about male characters. When Scott O'Dell sought a
publisher for Island .of the Blue Dolphins, gyentually a Newbery Award
winner, he was told that the st6ry was superb, but one minor change was
required. He,should change-his intrepA female protagonist to a male
"because boys will not read books about a girl." Fortunately, Scott
OlDell refu.sed-,--and-hts book-offers oneofthe finest-portrayals-of
female character pitting her reSources against the naturalJelements in
a struggle for survival. It is imperative that girls have the oppor-.
tunity to read about independent, resourceful female characters such as .

O'Dell's Karana. SurelY a two-to-One imbalance in the classroom library
will deprive them of this Opportunity.

1
A common th4e, particularly in the tanguage arts methods book, con-

cerns the value of literature in helping children become'more underitanding
ofrothers whd are different from themselves. If it is accepted practi,ce
that boys should not'be expected to read books about girls, they miss the
opportunity to create understanding. Moreover if they don't read !looks
of the qUality.of those written by Laura Ingalls Wilder, they miss tome of
th best literature available to elementary school children. Heaven knows,
boys need all the help they can get in reading.

Indeed, one sex difference frequently discussed in these inethods texts
is the problems that male ftudentslare likely to have in reading. Both
Zintz and the Spaches analyze reasons for disparity in reading achievement.
Zintz concludes that girls'have the edge over boys in reading because they
come to schooT-ith:

. .,(1) greater ability to sit still and do "sitting
still activities and (2) greater facility with language.
Add to this the bland pre-primer reading one can do with
'eighteen or Nenty basic sight words and,a woman teacher
who may emphasize,female values and the girls do have an
advantage.

C.

Durkin has suggested that if first-grade teichers
could liven up beginning reading with stories about jet
planes and how they work, or rockets and the boosters they
need to.get into space, boys would probably fare much
better.

(Zintz, p. 214)



Spache and' Soache offer the following reasons for boys' difficulties in
reading: "the attitudes of women teachers toward boy Pupils, the socially
conforming attitudes of American girls" (p. 150); and the existence of a

male personality style characterized as "pot.e aggressive; less corifoming;
lower frustrat4on level for boredom and monotony; more inner directed in
reading to find out, bot just to please the teacher.. . ." (p. 263). ,

- It is important that problems many boys have in reading be discussed
in methods texts. But conclusions such as those reached by Ziptz and by,_
Spache and Spache offer stereotypes, not illumination. 'Their portray&L'Of
females is patronizing and offensive. The Image that emerges is of a .

female student who is passive and conforming, satisfied by bland reading
and monoton6us activities. ,And their comments oh the deleterious attitudes
of female teachers toward boys is disproved by the researCh which indicates
that the sex ofthe te4cher does not have significant impact 'on the reading
a"chievement ofrmale students.

k In issues relating to sexism, reading and langoage arts'texts have
far to go. It is time for these texts to replace stereotypes with current
research and methodology. Section II of the bibliography in Appendix D
contains many references on dontent analysis concerning the portrayal of
females and minorities in children's reading materials. Much of this
research should be cited andediscussed in reading and language arts methods
textbooks. Other sections of.the bibliography include entries on the
impact.of sex bias in books on children (Simpson, Zimet) and on instruc-
tional approaches teachers can use to counteract the bias in theii. books
(Campbell, Guttentag, McClUre, MOnteith, Naiman, Sadker, Schulwitz, Sprung,
Styer. and several other's). It is important that both those-who write
reading and language arts methods textbooks,l,as well as those who teach
from them, know about this material so that they can inform our future
teachers.
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MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE METHODS: For Men Only

411.0

Three mathematics methods textsWere analyzed:

Grossnickle, Foster and John Reckzeh. Discovering,Meanings in
Elementary School Mathematics,16th ed., Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc., T973.

Heddens, Jame$W. Today's Mathematics, 3rd ed., Science Research
Associates, Inc., 1974.,

Marks, John L., C. Richard Pur6, Lucien B. Kinney and Arthur A6
Hiatt. Teaching ElementarY School Mathematics for Understanding,
4th.ed., McGraw-Hill. Inc. 1§75.

Three science methods texts were analyzed:

Blough, Glenn-0. and Julius Schwartz. Elementary SChool Science
and How to Teach It, 5th ed., Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.4
1974. -

Gega, Peter. Science in Elementary Education, 3rd ed., John Wiley
and Sons, 1977.

Rowe, Mary"Budd. Teaching Science as.Continuous Inquiry, 2nd ed..,
McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1978.

, Each year, America's colleges and universities graduate teps of thou-
sands of medigal.doctors, scientists, mathematicians, architects and
engineers. Impressive pageantry marks the rites of passage of these yopng
adults; friends and family applaud their academic achievements, for society
has recognized that careers in math- and4stience-re1ated fields are deserv-
ing of both status and, eventually, money.

A 'closer look at the faces of these graduatet reveals more thanitheir
joy, anticipation, and relief. Even the most casual observer can detect
one unmistakable fact:" tomorrow's doctors, scientists, mathematicians,)
architects and engineers are disproportionately and overwhelmingly male.

/

The most recent data from the National Assessment .of Educational
Progress indicate that the root of the problem can be traced, at least
in part, to our elementary and secondary schools: These statistics, a
.product of,Comprehensive 'national testing, reveal that there is a refiark-
able gip in math,and -science achievement scores between male and female
studentt;,and as.the grade level increases, so does the achievemept
disparity. In short, in.the areas of science and math, schools.are fail-
ing our female students, in ever9 sense of the word.

If the textbooks analyzed in this .study'are any.indication, this
educational deficiency will probably be with us for years. Not one.Of
the math methods texts analyzed made any, reference to sex differences in -
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matt achievement, to the many problems that may confront female students
in this area, or to the very real stereotyping of math as a "male" dcimain.
This oversight is all the more regrettable because math has becoMe, in
effect, the critical filter that prevents many females from-integrattng
all those prestigious careers we listed above.

(

The process works this way: As'girls progress through secondary
school, they elect to take fewer 'and fewer math courses. By the time
they graduate *om high schools many female students.lack-the appropriate
math prerequisftes for entrance into mOst college-level math and science
courses. This avoidance of high school math courses presents college,-
bound female students with a difficult choice: enroll in'remedial and
basic college math courses, or avoid majoring in science or math entirely
and pursue a career in the humanitiessocial sciencesor the arts. The
vast majority choose to continue avoiding math. In effect, math is fil-
tering female students out of the very careers that offer them the greatest
fiiture employment potential.

Several educators are attempting to confront this m h anxiety which
has become so damaging to so mans females. A variety of fhstitutions -

around the.coUntry have develope programs which attempt to reduce and
eltminate the barriers that discciçirage females from enrolling in math
courses. Through innovative curniculum development and instructional
strategies, theS'e programs attempt to eliminate fear and avoidance of
math-and to encourage females to explore courses and careers in this area.

Prospective teachers reading these math methods texts would discover
not one-reference, not one word devoted to these programs or the problems
so many girls face in math. There is not a single reference to sexism in
math, in schooh.or in society. In fact, only one of the texts includes
any mention of sex differences.. Grossnickle and Reckzeh indicate that
several studies at the elementary level suggest that both girls and boys
expressed favorable attitudes toward mathematics. For these authors, there
are no sex differences and the potential problems confronting girls in
mathematics are simply not an issue. (See Tables 9 and m) -

In general, the texts analyzed also avoid any reference to the experi-
ences or contributions of females. The only inclusion of female names
is in theAontext of sample problems and sample claproom activities, when-
hypothetical names a're used. In many instances, mathematical- set§ ar*
developed on sex-segregated and sex-stereotyped bases:

"The set of pretty girls is well defined." (Grossnickle and
Reckzeh)

"All the goodlooking girls in Brownsville,school." (Heddens)

\s
All these texts are dominated by the content of mathematics, to the

ivirtual exchaion of other pertinent is§ues. While devoting chapter after
chapter to mathematical concepts and procedures, the teXts offer a minuscule
'amount of information on the nure of learners and their individual needs.
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TABLE 9

Math Methods Textbook&

Ratio of Emphasis Awarded Males and 'Females
in Reference Sources, Narrative, and Illustrations

Texts
Analyzed

-

IndeX

Listings
M:F

Footnote &

Bibliographic
Citations

M:F

Pages Of Book
DiscussiOn
Concerning
Each Sex
M:F

*f

Figures in
Illustrations

M:F

Grossnicklg
& Reckzeh

e Heddens

C. Marks et al.

2:0

i

2:0

---11:0
,

4:1

.

4:1
1-

n/a

2:1

,

.

3:1 -

1:2.

-

14.16 ..,

.

' 1:10

3:20

There are only seventeen figures

TABLE 10 ,

.

n the Grossnickle and Reckzeh'text.

Math Methods'Textbooks

Space Allocation: Issues Concerning'cemales,

Percentage.of -

COtOnt Co'ilcernirig:

Percentage of
Index Citati6bs Concerning:

a.

Texts

AnalYzed

.

,

Experiences &
Contributions
of Females

Sexism

..

Sex
Differences

'.

Experiences &,

CoNtributiont
of Females

Sexism =Sex
Differences

1. Gross- 0. 0.3% 0 0.1%
nickle &

..

Reckzeh

2. Heddens . 0 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
-

,

3. Marks
et al.

0,,,i 0 . 0.0% 0 0.0%
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These math nfhods texts are the core of what future teachers learn
about tgaching math to children. By not including such issues as sexism
and sex differences, the texts abandon their responsibtaity to prOvide,
teachers with stratdbies to help many female students inci'ease their
success tn mathematits. While educators continue to be concerned with
"Why Johnny Can't iead," the authors of these texts have.not even begun
to ask, much less answer, "Why.Jane Can't Do Math."

"Why Jane Can't Do Science" was the next unanswered (and for'the
most part4 unasked) question tpat.we encountered. The problem faced by
many females in the sciences is not a topic in two of the three science
'texts analyzed, In the third tea, by Rowe, it receives passing mentfon
under a title "A Special Handicap." In.a book 500 Pages long, only six
sentences are devoted to this issue.- The entire tection'is quoted below:

A Special Handicap
4,

Girls at all socioeconomic levels act with respect to
science as though theY were handicapped. They know less,
do less, explore less, and are prone to be more supersti-
tious than boys. It is tempting to speculate that one
reason so little science is being given to the gebups who
most need it may be related.to the feeling of low confidence
so'many women have when itAcomes to science. Wouldn't it,
be too bad if our children were kept in a deficit condition'
because many of their teacfters do not know,or understand what
the treatment could-accomplish for them?

We aee lhe doctors who must ftght for help while it can
do some good for the handicapped. The researcffsuggests what
we must do; why don't we?

(Rowe, p. 69)

Despiee the author's pfea, it is, unlikely that beginning teachers could
respond effectively to the needs of female student's based on these two
paragraphs% It is also unlikely that many'readers would appreciate the
-real nature of sex differences based on Rowe's single sentence on the topic,
asserting that girls "know less, do less, explore les,s, and are prone tp

, be more superstitious than boys." As superficial as this treatment appears,
,we must bedquick to point out that in al three science texts (and in the
three math texts) analyzed, this is the o ly comment on this issue. (See .

Tables 11 and 12.)

4

With the exception of the brief comments offered by Rowe, females com-
prise the invisible students in science classes. The implicit message in .

these books for those studying.to become teachers is unfortunate: there
-is no,need to be'concerned about difficulties female students, may experience . .6

in the area of science. This goes against impressive and depressing evidence
that science is failing our female students. In fact, the mcM comOrehensive

4( national assessment of educational achievement (National Assessment of
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6 TABLE 11

Science Methods Textbooks

Ratio of Dmphasis Awarded Males and Females
in Reference Sources, Narrative, and Illustrations,

Texts
Analyzed

Index

,Listings
M:F

,

,

Footnote &
Bibliographic

Citations
M:F

Pages of Book
Discussion
Concerning
Each Sex
M:F

Figures'in
Illustrations

M:F ,

Blough &
Schwartz

2. Gega

3. Rowe

......_............_

21:1

5:1

n/a

2:1

2:1
,

2:1

.

9:1

,

12:1

3:1
.

.

2:1

1.7:1

2:1

TABLE 12

Science Methods Textbooks

Space Allocation: Issues Concerning Females

Percentage of ,

Content ConcerninA:

Pvc.entage .

-ftindex Cita't.tTs, Concerning:

1 '

Texts
Analyzed

,

Experiences &
Contreibutions
of Females

Sexism Sex,
Nifferences-Uontributions

Experiences &

of Females

Sexism Sex
Differences

1. Slough & 0.2% 0.000% 0.00% 0.40% 0.00%. 0.00%
Schwartz

,

2. Gega - 0.0% . 0.000% 0.00% 0.09% 0.00% MO%
3. Rowe 0.0% 0.006% 0.01% . .1.2)N 0.03% 0.05%
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Educatione Progress) indicates that the problems Confronting so many
females in science are'actially becoming more acute. The NAEP report
describes the problem this way:

On a variety of (sctence) exercises, the 1972-73 results
for females Can only be considered incredible. While 70
percent of the thirteen-year-old males knew 'that the use
of a compass is related to the earth's magnetic field,
only 54 percent of the females answered correctly'. On on

, exercise dealing with alternating and direct current, 13
percent iewer seventeen=year-oId females than males knew '
the.answer in 1969-70. In the second assessment, thit
difference has ijicreased to 18 percent.1

Of alT the.twenty-f6ur-textbooks analyzed irkthis study, those in
c

science and math reflect the least sensitivity to problems confronting ,,,,

females. In spite of the substantial research findings and popular knowl-
gdge of the fatlure of math and science to meet the needs of these children,
these texts offer little hope that tomorrow's teachers will be aware of,',,:'
much less respond to, these critical needs. d,

A

.

9,
t

d,

Several bibliographiC entries in Appendix D offer information on 5
\

0k ix.

uity in math and science (Campbell; Dwyer, Fennema, Kaainsky, Maccolyy

.
and Jacklin, Sherman, Donady and Tobias, McClure, Perh Styer, and others).
Recently the area of math has generated awenormous amount of research and
program development'concerning nonsexist teaching and insteation. Textbook
,authors,and teacher educators should know about these resources so that they
can inform future teachers.

4

1

As quoted in Educational Djgest, 31 (January 1976),_p. 12 ,

te-
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SOCIAL STUDIES METHODS: Sensitivity without Substance

r

Two social studies methods texti wer* analyzed:

Jarolimek, John. Social Studies in-Elementary EducatiOn, 5th ed.,
Macmillan, 1977.

Michaelis, John. Soc.i41 Studies for Children in a Democracy:c
Recent /rends and Developments, 6th ed.,,Prentice-Hall, 1976.

For a variety of reasoilb, the traditional roles of
mert and women-in society have undergone great changes in
the second half of the twentieth century, resulting at long
last in the emancipation of *mien. The_ intiependenui of
women, which without question is one of the most,signif-
icant developments of our time, hal many implications for
social studies education in_the elmentary school.

(Jarolimek, p. 14)

This passage, taken from one of the two elementary social studies
methods texts which dominate the field, provides a useful insight into the
treatment women receive in these books. Each text reflects a sensitivity
to the struggle for equality and each, text sets a ione of moral support;
yet each text spends little time on the issue of s xism and teach text talks
in generalities. Following the two sentences quoted above, the reader finds
only three brief, explanatory paragraphs..

In these paragraphs, Jarolimek points out that Schools and reading
materials unfortunately haVe contributed to six-role stereotyping, and he
indicates that today we ireViitnessing a significant change in the role of
women in America. Although the effort to achieve 'sel equity is described
as "one of the mosit significant developments of our time," One which "has
many implications for social studies education in the elementary school," it
is evidently left to the intuitive powers of the reader to discern why this
movement is so importanl and preci ely what these many-implications are.
The reader is alerted but not tol ere to look or what tcodo.

"4

Superficial and-brief reatmenk alsorcharatferizes the Michaelis text.
In the'preface, the author high1ight ten new developments'in iocial studies
that have been included in Ibis late t revision. -One of these is "equality
for women." Yet in the very first Chapter, thts tssue.is discussed under e-
the,subheadfng."Etfinic Studies, Equality for Women," and given seven lines.
Withfh. a:few sentences; the evils of sex stereotyping are alludeccto, aod
the reader is'encOuraged "to make such values.as freedom, equality, and
justice equally'applicable_to aitindividualS regardless of sei" AMichaelis,-
p. 23). But just how is a notice teacher to-appreciate, much less implement;
a sex-fair social studies. program based on 'a few sweeping generalizations?
Neither author. demonstrates Confidence in the beginning teacher's-kbility.to
construct a bulletin board br develop a,unit on Japary Detailed instructions
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and suggestions for each of these'actiyities tun on for pages.anC1 pages.
Yet within each text, the total discussion devoted to the nature and
elimination of.sexism is well below 1 perCent. (See Tables 13 and 14.)
If it is important to provide specific instructions on developing bulletin
boards and units, surely itymust also be important to provide teachers
with specific strategies for nonsexist teaching.

TABLE 13

, Social Studies Methods Textbooks-r

Ratio of Emphasis Awarded Males and Females
in Reference Sources, Narrative, hnd IllustratiOns

c, Texts
Analyzed

Index

Cistings
M!F ,

Footnote &
Bibliographic

'I Citations
M:F

Pages in Books
Discussion
Concerning
Each SeX

M:F

,

Figures in
Illustrations

M:F

.

1. Jarolimek

2. Mithaelis

.._

2:1\.

2:1

2:1.

3:1

1:2

1.8:1

1:1

-7

TABLE 14

Social Studies Methods Textbooks

Space Altbtation: Issues Concerning Females

Percentage of
Index Citations Concerning: Content Concerning:-

Percentage of

Texts
Analyzed

,

ExPeriences &
Contributions
of Females

Sexism
,

Sex

Differences

.

. ,

Experiences4
Contributions
of Females

.

Sexism

,

' Sex
Differences

.,

1. Jarolimek

2. Michaelis

0.4 %
.

0.0%.

0.4%

0.1%

0
, .

0
...

..

0.8%

.

0.6%

0:6%

0,3%

0.00%

0.03%
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This lack of spelificity is disheartening because the social studies
are a.rich sourCe of filformation, a natural place in the elementary cur-
riculum to teach about the role of women and the issue of sex bisas.
Research demonstrates the omission of women frOm social studies textbooks.
Current elementary texts tell the story of a nation created, maintained
and led by men. Teachers interested in giving a better picture 'and sharing
with students the experiences and contributions of women will find neither
guidance nor resources in thesesocial studies methods texts.

Nor will the beginning soda) studies teacher learn howhto cciunter
the sexist attitudes and behavionfound in school and socieiy. While the
teacher is presented withconshplerable information concernOng the most
appropriate techniques fc& teaching about the Use of color in maps, no
space can be found to discuss classroom strategies to combat the unfair
effects of sex-Ce stereotyping.

On the other hand, there are briight spots in each text. Michaelis, ,

for example, employs a wciting style which noticeably avoids the use of
sexist nouns and pronouns and generally reflects a nonsexist language
pattern. In addition; although only a brief discussion of sexism is pro-
vided by Jarolime, he does manage to point out that sexism is a two,-edged
sword.rd males are also victims of sex-role stereotyping. Both authors
provide the stirface gloss that promises to help teachers understand and
counteract Sexism. Unfortunately, the plomise is unfulfilled; there is
little more fhan a brief and simplistic discussion of sexism and the role-
of women. What the reader does find is a'sensitiOty to the topic. But
it is a sensitiVity without substance.

.

Several referenceA in the bibliography in Appendix D pro;.tide'the
missing information (Campbell, Grambs, MacLeod, the Council on Interracial
Books for Children). These resources should be helpful to textbook authors
as well as instructors in,the field of social studies methods.
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LANGUAGE: Shaping Reality

Several studies show that language serves to determine perception of
reality. Consequently, the language authors use may function to shape
and limit the very content of text narrative. One segment of our Analysis
focused on language to determine if it was characterized by male-oriented
nouns and pronouns and by stereotyped references.

Of the twenty-four books analyzed, twenty used the'pronoun he and
supposedly generic nouns such as man and mankind to refer to all people.
For example:

One of man's great intellectual achievements
As iñ mastered his environment*
Early man used Measurement
Man's relationship with his natural and manmade' surroundings...,_
The child who loves to read is father to the man wholeeps

informed through reading.
A study of Socrates, a man whose inflttence on the milds of men

still ensures
Postman, policeman, salesman, fir an
Men of science
Mqpiern man

The 'white man

The,red man
Primitive man
Brotherhood of man

Stereotypically, while several of the texts used man and he to encompass
all people, teachers and librarians were referred to as she. 'IA few of
the texts inserted-disclaimers, such as "For the sake of easierreading,
instead of writing. 'he/she,'- it is understood that the pronoun 'he' refers
.to boys and girls" (Marks et al., p. 13).

Wewant to,point out that the issue goes beyond facility in reading .

to the-tubtle way the pronoun he may determine 'the tone and even shape the
very content.of the narrative. iIt's a fascinating trap, and Marks et al.
fall right into it. In Teaching Elementary School Mathematics for Under-
standing, there is a discussion of sets:

Many experiences-with sets may be identified in the life of
.the.young child. He and his brother have mataing Sets of
toy soldiers; his set of eating utensils has fewer members
than his parents' set.;.he,joins his set of blocks with. his
friend's set to build a big castle; he leaves a game taking
his wt of marbles with him; his set of fingers and toes
'match exactly; he loses a wheel off his-toy par.and finds

=-fewer wheels in this set than in the set.of wheels for
another car; he counts Ihe members of sets to find how Many-,
there, are; in plaYing with his dump truck, tractor and crane,,
he finds this set of toys has three members regardless, of the'
order in which he counts.

I.
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Through use of the-generic-he and his, a male context is generated in
this paragraph--one that has room forctoy soldiers, blocks, marbles,
cars, dump trucks, tractors and cranes but not for dolls,'crayong',
coloring books, jump-ropes or jacks. What haslappened here is a subtle
process--but a significant one.. The imagery gWerated'by use of he is

'1 male Oriented, and by ihe conclusion df the paragraph the generic cbild
identified in the topic'Sêntence has become a boy.

; /
This process, through which he, 'his, nim, man, mankind and brother-

hood affect the tone and cOntent'of the narrative, occurs again and .again
throughout theu, texts. Altimately, it may have some impact in shaping a
content that fOpbses on the achievements of Vergerius and neglects Maria
Montessori, that eaves out the isgue of sexism and the educational history
of half the population. The linguist Benjamin Wporf comments on the_subtle
but-powerful effect language in20aping the ffind's -(or-the text's) crea-
tiod of reality:

'

Language is more than a reflection of the structural
arrangements in society; it is intimately linked to the
creation'and 6erception of reality itself. Eliminating
btased terminology is one concrete way to change.and to
correct the way VIT view ourselves ahd others.

Watch Your Language . 1

The following examples give some indication of the way language may.
reflect.sexist attitudes and assualptions. We realize the danger of taking
selections out of context, so we have been careful to make sure that all
examples cited are in no way dependent on the surrounding narrative for
their meaning and impact..

Teachers could make use of many parents of the
children in,their rooms. /Some fathers could hèlp the
third-grade boys make birdhouses easier than the teacher
could; some mothersicould teach sixth-grade girls how to
*nit; many mothers would be glad to drive a carload of
children td the Airport% to the museum., or to the publit
library.

#

(Zintz)
: f

-Following are kernel sentences recOmmended for teachers to use
transformational grammar tivities:

John worki.
Julio-gardens.

Ramon farms.
Enrique drives a truck,

21
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JP.

Mr. Jones practices lawr4
Marianna cooks.

Mrs. Chacon makes dresses.
Mr. Acosta plays-chess.
Larry studies'at -the univOsity.

(Iintz)

If all the boys in a high school class routin?ly
get distracted hen &curvaceous and provocative-coed
undulates into tile room to pick up attendanq slips, tape
the attendance s ips to the outside of the door.

(Biehle*r)

A thirty-thee-year-old girl. . .

(Heddens)

'Women wfth higher levels,of educ,ational training work
for intellectual reasons and notionviof self-fulfillment.

(JohnsOn et al.)

Parenthetically, if it w re not for automation' all
women 4ver twenty yArs of a e in the U.S. would have to
be telephone operators to h dle all the phone calls made
each llay."

(

'(JohnSon et,al.)
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IL,I.UTRATIONS': Facade-of Equal ity

Ane might anticipate that in the illustrations for these texts,
women would be at best underemphasized, and at worst.ignored entirely.
In several texts this is true. In.the illustrations found in the
reagiing methods, text by Durkin, there are rive times more.males than
females: qhe surprise is that Durkin is an exception. In most of the
texts anaTyzed, the number of male figures in illustrations, is equal to
or only slightly greater than the number of fdrnales.

A somewhat unusualltreatment is found in the Grossnickle and Reckzeh
, math teit, which contains sixteen female figures and only one male figure.
Thi.is overwhelming numerical disparity is in part a function of the very
rOjted number 4of figures in this partkular book_ Unfortunately, most
of the females portrayed are involved in stereotypic activities. The pre-.
pOnderance of females in this math text's tllustrations is in contrast to
the book's content, which devotes not a single word to the role of women
or the issue of sexism. This contradiction between nonsexist illustrations
ond sex-b4ased content is found in most of the teacher education texts
'analyzed.

Why the contradiction? One can only guess at some explanaticins. The
'illustration program for most of these books consists mainly of photographs.
Photo§raphs' depict real4ty, and reality.consists of both women and men.
When line drawings were used, however, the imbalance between males and
females was muCh greater. Another explanation might point out the relative
ease for an author or editor to include illustrations which reflect both,
sexes and how much.more difficult it is to respond equitably-in theiibook's
content and structure. The result is sex-fair illustrations set ipAlp-
oritnted books. ,At best, these illustrations provide a hopeful sill,
some awareness of the need for sex equity. At worst, they provide Tittle
more than a facade of equality.

a
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GUIDELINES FOR TEACHER EDUCATION TEXTS

The twenty-four texts analyzed in this study reach thousands of
prospective teachers annually.. They can provide these teachers with
a thorough understanding of the issue of sexism; they can encourage
commitment to sex equity in education; they can help future teachers'
develop the curricular and instructional skills needed for,sex-fair
teaching. The potential of positive teacher education texts is
tremendous. However, it is potentially not yet realized.

The most space any text gives to the issue of sexism is 1.7 percent.
Several texts do not mention the topic. Thrbugh stereotypes, omission,
and imbalanced coverage, these texts are abdicating their responsibility
to- effect positive -change.- Both tetchers and children deserve something
better.

We have attempted to document specifically how.teacher education
texts are failing teachers on the issue of:sex equity. Following are
guidelines developed as a result of our eesearch. We hope that these
guidelines, along with the preceding discussion of our findings, will be
helpful when widely used textbapks ve revised and when new textbooks are
developed. Appendix D is an annotated bibliography; the books included
contain information on sexism in education that will be helpful to authors
and publishers in their efforts to dreate sex-fair teacher education texts.

Some of the fallowing guidelines have application to all texts, not
just to-those in the field of teacher education. We urge teacher educa-
tdrs, authors and editors to review several of the guidelines already
developed by publishing companies. These will provide more inforaation on
general principles that apply, to the creation of sex-fair texts in all
fields ofstudy. Other guidelines noted below are based directly on find-
ings-from this study and are specifically related to the developMent of
sex-fair teacher education books.

Authors and editors shoulgkeep in-mind the follbwing guidelines:

1. Provide a balanced and accurate portrayal Of contributions women -

have made to education and?. when pertinent, to related ffelds.4. f,
^040?a I

Does the text reflect the contributions that women hame.made to ealita
tion as theorists, innovators, research0s,.authors &&I practitioners?'

Does the text note the ex1J;riences and accomplishments of women such 7

as Maisy McLeod Bethune, Elizabeth Blackwell, Prudence Crandall,'Emma Hart
Willard, Catherine Beecher, Mary Lyons, Jane McCurtain, MyrtillaWner,
Maria Mitchell, Elizabeth PeabodysiM. Carey Thomas, and Ella Flagg YoUng?

Does the text include-the efforts and eccomplishments of women from
racial and ethnic minoeity groups?
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These contributions should be included in'texts in educational #
psychology and foundations of education. If methods texts note contri-
butions of individuals to the virious fields such as social studies or
Mathematic's, the achievements of women should be included.

a

2. Provide a balanced and accurate portrayal of thebarriers that have
tonfronted women.in ainin access to and e ual treatment in the
educational process.

Does the text describe the prejudice and discrimination'that women
.have experienced in'their attempts to gain.access to and equal treatment
in ttie educational process?

Does the text make it clear when an educational develogment applied
to men only? For example, If the teit discusses the Latin Grammar School,
does it clearly specify that only boys were allowed to attend?

Does the text describe educational approaches and developments that
were particularly'pertinent to women? For example; does the text"note
the opening.of the Troy Female Seminary, the evolution of normal schools,
and the first colleges and universities to admit women?

Does the text discuss the special barriers that have confronted womeR
from minority populations in their struggle for equal educational dppor-
tunity?

These topics, fit naturally into the historical treatment provided in
foundations texts. Depending.on the nature of the discussion, these topics
could be'included in other texts.as well.

,

3. Provide an analysis of the issue of sexism in its current 'educational
and'social cpntext.

Does the text explain what sexism is and how it-operates in the edu-
cational process? Does the text discuss sex bias in instructional materials?
in teacher interaction patterns and expectations? in counseling materials,
interactions, and testing procedures? in-physical education and athletics?
in vocationaj education? it, tpecial education? in educational employment?,

Does the texediscuss research concerning the impact of sexism on
male as well as female students?

Does the text describe programs and developments to counteract the
impact of sexism? .Is there a thorough and accurate description of Title IX?
Does the text note federal programs such as the Women's Educational Equity

. Act Program?

- It is essential that foundations and educational psychology texts
include these discussions, which appear to be relevant topics for the
methods texts as well.

43-
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Offer curricular and instructional strate ies and resources to hel
future teachers create sex-fair classrooms.

Does the text offer teachers specific information on how to counter-
. act sexism in schools?

Dpes the text offer approJs for assessing sex bias i ooks?,_

Are there observation systems for assessing sex bias in the class-
room--from,verbal and nonverbal interaction patterns to bulletin board
displays?

Are there instructional approgthes, including sample lesson plans,
tojielp.teachers involve their students in discussing,the issue of sexism
in school and s-o-ciety?-

Is there discussion of approaches teachers can use to counteract the
problems.many girls experience in math and science?

Are supplementary resources provided? For example, does a language
arts methods text include annotated bibliographies of nonsexist children's
books? Does a social .studies methods text include resources for studying
women in history?

Such orricular and instructional strategies are essential to texts
in all methods areas. They are pertinent for introductory and educational
psychology texts as well.

5. Provide an up-to-date, accurate, and comprehensive analysis of the
research on sex differences.

Do discussions of psychological sex differences include a thorough
review of contemporary research in this area?

Is there a thorough and balanced analysis of factors that may cause
and/or intensifvex differences?

Is there clear differentiation betweeh myth and reality in the area
of sex differences? Does the text identify those areas in which there.is
not sufficient evidence to support conclusions about sex differences?

Does the text caution teachers about using sex differences infortna-
Om) to make-stereotyped generalizations about females and males? Does
the text emphatize the variability inherent in individual human differences?

Are studies on achievement motivation thattinvolve female populitions
included and discussed?

Does the text avoid using research'based oh a single-sexPpopulation
to make conclusions about both sexes?
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Are sex difference studies pertaining to minority group populations
included?

this topic is essential for educational(' psychology texts and for
several of the methods areas as well. It may also be.pertinent for
foundations books. vk

a

6. Integrate information on women, sexism and related issues throughl
out the teXt rather than segregaOng these issues in separate inserts
or sections.

Does the text integrate information on sexism, women arid related
topics throughout the book as appropriate to the various toPics discussed?
For example, tf an -Introductory-MIAs ascussing glItt4 learners, ts ..

there mention of bias in recognizing gifted female learners? In a chapter
on legal issues in education, is Title IX included and.discussed?

,

,

, pipes the text avoid treating the issue of sexism and relateid topics
4 in se#arate inserts or sections? For example, does the text avoid special

boxed-off inserts with titles such as "Ten Famous Female .Educators"? This-
approach isolate4 these topics from the main context of the book and gives

1
out the,following messa e: the experience& and contributions of women
provide an 'interesting' idelight, but they are not an integral or important
part of education.

,If boxed-off sections on women or sexism are included,'do they serve ,

to highlight rather than segregate-these topics? .For example, if issdes
related to women are incorporated tnroughout the text, a Separate section
or insert may highlight this integrated information. However, if'the only

, or primary source of information on sexism comes through a boxed-off section
or speCial insert, then the ultimate effect'is one of fragmentation:

A special insert or brief section offers4nly a respite of sensitivity;
and such fragmented treatmenfsimply does-not reflect the breadth and depth
'of the impact women have had on education. Nor doe& such a segregated sec-
tion.recognize the fact that half of the students keing educated are female;
In order to be effectively recorded, women's.issues must be woven throughout
the entire -fabric of teacher education texts in.all areas, and not relegated
to a back pocket. Al

7. Provide equitable representatiOn of females and males in layout,
design, and illustrative materials.

,

Does the design and layout of the text highlight the experiences ahd
contrjbutions of both women and men? ,

If biographies are incorporated, are both females and males included?

When boxe1/4d-off sections 4nd colored ink are used to highlight an indi-
vidual's experience& and contributions, are both women and men afforded
equitable-treatment?

Us



00o photographs,and other illustrations depict apprOximately equal
numbers of females and males engaged in a wide.range of activities?

Is there-equitable treatment of minority females and males in lay-
out, design, 'and illustrations?

,If, as the saying goes, the media is the message, it is essential
that all teacher education texts reflect equity in their visual presenta-
tion as well as in their Verbal statements. .

8. Avoid promoting sex bias through use of sexist language construction.

. Does the text avoid terms such as mankind and he to.refer to all
people as -though -these termswerelendet-free-generics?

Does the text avoid reference to adult females'as girls?

Does the text avoid patterns of reference that consistently place
males first (men and women, bos and girls, he or she)?

Does the text avoid sexist terms such as policeman and mailman?
Instead, Are bias-free alternatives, such as police officer and mail
carrier used?

Many textbook publishers have issued guidelines with extensive sec-
tions on sexism in language and how to avoid it. However, if language
usage in the twenty-four texts we analyzed is at all representative, a

major 'effort must be made to close the reality gap between the publishers'
guidelines and the publishers' books.

9. Portray characters who exhibit a full range of behaviors, abilities,
values and roles, and avoid assuMptions and generalizations that
reflect sex-role stereotypes.

oes the text avoid stereotyping all or most female students as
submis'slv.e and dependent, as excelling in language arts and reading?

Do women engage in a wide rarige of activities both inside 'and out-
-side of the h6me? Are women shown in a variety of jobs and professions?
Are they portrayed as principals as well as classroom teachers?

, Does thetext avoid stereotyping all or most male students.as
dominant and independent, as excelling iniscience and Math?

0

Do men' engage in a wide range of activitles both iniide and outside
of the home? Are they thown in a variety of jobs and professions--as
kindergarten teachers as well as admintstrators?

Stereotypes ignore the reality of indtvidual differences. Some men
are.principals, So are some women. Some girls excel in reading. So do -

some boys. It 'is essential that all teacher education texts reflect '

this reality and avoid the limiting mythology of sex-role stereotypes:



WHAT CAA I DO NEXT SEMESTER? Suggestions for Teacher Educators

The major purpose of this study and its guidelines is.to encourage
author-is and publishers to Produce sex-fair teacher education textbooks.
But as educators know all too well, progress does not allpys come quickly.
And in the real world, the tide of new teachers entering the profession,
does not wait for better, fairer books. If these new teachers-are to
leari about sex equity in education now, they must turn to sources other
tha the current crop of best-selling teacher education texts.

4 is important that teacher educators begin the process of preparing
e chers to develop sex-fair classrooms where all.children have the oppor-

ity to realize their potential. To this end, we offer the following
ggestions.

u lement Materials

The,an tated biblioghphy in Appendix D is directed at providing
teacher educ ors with9d varied apd relevant source of materials for the .

preparation o nonsexist.teachers. These materials can be used to supple-
ment teacher education texts that do not adequately address the issue of

-sex equity. In addition, the Education Development Center (EDC) is the
dissemination center for projects funded by the Women's Educational Equity
Act Program, U.S. Office-of Education. Mlany of these materials are appro-
priate for teacher educators and can be obtained at a modest cost. For a
free beochure, write to

Education Development Center
55 Chapel Street
Newton, Massachusetts 02160

Additional materials re lated to sei equity ire available from the
Government Printing Office, WashingtA, D.C. A catalogue listing their

,materials is also available.

Classroom Activities

Following are someinstructlönal strategies that teacher educators
can idopt or adapt for nonsexist teacher preparation. This list is just
a beginning, and many other activities are possible.

A. Term papers and course projects can be focused on topics related
to sexis in education. Such topics can range fromcstudies on sex dif-
f rences o analysis of sex bias in curricular materials; from nonsexist .
eaching strategies to the contributions of women educators.

2. In student teaching, microteaching, or other praciicuum activities,
students can be asked to observe classroom& for evidence of sexist teaching
behaviors. these focused observations could include

- frequency and nature of teacher interactions with, female and.'

, male students
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- teacher's use or avoidance of sexist nouns and pronouns

- teacher assignment by sex for such classroom activities as group
work, seat assignments, lining up, and recreational activities

- the organization of competitive events--adademic, athletic and
other--based on sex

- the representation of mal6s and females on, bulletin boards and
,other classroom displays

3. Local resource persons can be invited into thetteacher education
classroom to address issues related to sexism in.education.. These indi-
viduals can share expertise in areas such as sex-equity leNslation,
dee1opmentaL nonsexistscurriculum, new developments in_sek,fair physical-
education, etc. ,

4. Using the categpries and procedures outlined in Appendix A,
teacher education stIldents can content-analyze their college textbooks
for sex bias. The Narious sections of the text can be divided among the
students, and the mains compiled and shared'to determine the 4pgree of
sex bias in the entire textbook. These results as well as their implica-
tions for classOoom teaching can be discussed.

. 5. Teacher education students can devejop competency-based objlitives
and modules for nonsexist teaching.

6. Ip microteaching or other practicuum settings, teacher education
students can practice and refine sex-fair teaching behaviors.

7. Teacher education students can develop instrumentation to evaltiate
elementary and secondary curriculum for sex bias: Also, existing assefsment
materials can be used.for this purpose.

8. Teacher education students can deveiop lesson plans, units and
learning centers that art related tolssues of .sex equity.

. 9. Teacher educators and their students can develop a center'
nonsexist materials appropriate for students at various grade leve
elementary, secondary, and higher education. This center can be har.ed

with colleagues in education as well as in ipther disciplinesr

10. -Teacher educatori can Share this monograph with stud.1its and jr-
colleagues to encourage them to explores r0ources for sex eq ity tn
teabler education.
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MarShall McLuhan has said, 'vie must understand that a totally new
society is coming into being,.one that rejects all our old'values,
conditioned responses, attitudes and institutions." It is the job of
educators to prepare students to meet, comprehend, "grow, and change with
this ever growing ind changing society. And at its heart this i§ what
the eradication of sexism in school and society'is'all about. In this
endeavo0:1, the role of teacher educators is uniquely critical. They have
the opportunity to reach all levels of education. They cannot afford
to wait for the5ewer, fairer textbooks of the 1980s. Porthem, ihe
future is now.

:r
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APPENDIX A: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In order to identify the nation's best-selling and most influential
teacher education textbooks, thirteen education editors of the major
publishing compaqes were contacted by phone, by mail and through personal
interview. Each editor was asked to list the post widely adopted teacher
education textbooks in the seven designated areas., There was a high degree
of consensus in their selection. Their responses indicated that in some
fields jusetwo or-three books dominate the market, while other fields are
more fragmented and half a dozen.or more texts .thalp Alig,FlarketJ ,pased on 0
the,responses of the educktion editors, twenI)-foUr texts f'rom eleven dif-
ferent publishers were selected for analysis. All texts selvted were
publiShed between 1973 and 1978. Since Title IX was enacted in 1972, it

ber'easondble -to expect-that-these tekt-S woUld The-lade information
oh sex equity in education. (Appendix Byists the twenty-four teacher
education textbooks selected foe content analysis:)

Although the content analysis, procedure has been used effectively in
elementary and,fecondary schoo) texts, there existed no instrument specif-
ically designed for analysis of teacher education materials. Therefore,
the investigators, using the recommendations of nationally recognized
experts (see Preface) in the fields of coptent analysis, teacher education
and educational equity, developed instrumentation specifically designed for
teacher education. The completed instrument consisted of seventy-two quit
providing for invdepth analysis in four major areas:- Content, Research
Framework, Language, and Illmstrations. A detailed Rater's Manual was also
developed to provide-thorough instructions for use of the instrument.

A team of figelve raters was ti-ained in the use of this instrument.
Each rater participated in four hours of -training, which. was followed by
'a trial content analysis of a teicher education text not included in the
study. Follow-0 sessions were hpld to eliminate rater discrepancies and
to respond to questions resulting from the practice sestions.

Each textswas analyzed by at least two raters working independently.
Inter-rater reliability was set at 85 percent agreement. (The nature of

l
a content anal is investigation lends itself to a measure of percentage
of agreement ather than the use of an inter-rater reliipility coefficient.)
When inter-riter agreement did not reach 85 percent, an-additional rating
was undertaken by a third rater. Twelve months were needed to analyze all
twenty-four texts at an inter-rater agreement level of 85 percent or higher.

The raters analted the entire narrative of each of the twenty-four
texts to determine space allocation df the following five categories:
Sexism; Experiences and Contributions of Fedales; Sex Differences; Totaa
ConPtnt Concerning Males; and Total Content Concerning Females. The raters
mad.ea gine-by-line count of content allocated to each of these topics, and
the total number of lines was entered as the number of pages or as the
Percentage Ora page. The raters also detetmiped the number of index
citations in each of these areas. (These categories are defined in the
following sectftin on terminology.) .
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The raters also counted the number of males and femaies who were
.cited as authors in'the footnotes and bibliographic-entr4es. The raters
counted the total' number of females and males in the illustrations. They
analyzed language used in each of the texts by counting the number of
supposedly generic pronouns and nouns, such as he, mankind, forefathers,
and policeman.

, Terminology

Tne.data presentedon.the tables and figures in this:monograph are,' 1-
reported within the five categories noted above. In order to aid the
reader in understanding and interpreting-the study%s results, the fol-

. lowing brief definitions are provided.

Sexism: Topics specifically concerned with the nature and impact of sex
discrimination, sex tk4as, and tex-role stereotyping are included in.this
category. Topics concerned with redressing or counteracting sexism are

. also included: Title TX; judicial decisions related to sex equity; and
curricular materials and instructiondl procedures the teacher can utilize
to combat the impact of sexism.

'Experiences and Contributions of Females: Topics relited to the contri-
butions and experiences of individual females as well as females as a
,group are encompassed in this category. Examples of such contributions
are the edu6tional principles of Mariallontessori; the creation of the
,dame schools; and studies refirred to,as the work of a female researcher.
Examples of experiences are discrimination women faced in gaining entrance
to universities.and employment patterns showing the increasing numbers of
women in the paid,labor force.'

Sex Differences: This area includes research studies and direct comparisons
related to sex differences or similarities in such areas as intelligence,'
behavior, interests, abilities, motivation, talents, and career aspirations.

Total Content Concerning Males/Total Content Concerhing_Females: These two
categories reflect the total number of pages allocated to males and to
females within the entire book. Total content concerning males encompasses
content allocated to men in general as weIl as content concerning every
male-name-cited. It includies -content-related-to real as well at tb hypo-
thetical individuals. Total content concerning famales pentains to .content

4allocated to females in general as well as content pertaining to every '

female name cited. Content related to real as well as to hypothetical indi-
viduals is included.

It is iMportant to draw a distinction between this category as it
applies to females and the one entitled "Experiences and Contributions of
Females." In order for a topic to be tallied in Vie category "Experiences
and Contributions offemales," the topic must contain sPecific information
related to females, individually or as a group. However, no such criterion
applies to the "Total Content Concerning Femaies" Category, which includes
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'all space allocation tabulated in "Experiences and Contributions of
Females," as well as space referring to any female name, even if the entry
offers"no information specificaljy related to females. For example, even
if the 'use of a female name is ?Mite arbitrary--"A test was being given
in Ms. Washington's class"--the line is counted as content concerning

'females.

pecial Notes
t

-

.

1. Double Counting: In some cases, a particular topic did not,fit pre-
cisely into a single category. For example, space concerning a study of
sex differences cqnducted by a female investigator could be counted under
both the category("Experiences and Contrintions of Females" and_the
citegory "Sex Differences." SiMilar overlapPing appeared in several cate-
gories. In such cases, the topics were tallied under.all relevant headings.
This process resulted in giving all authors the highest possible recogni-

-tion for inclusion of materials pertinent to the categories.under analysis.
The figures reported in the tables are therefore 5omewhat inflated. However,
it was determined that in.cases where allocation of content to a single
category was questionable, this process of "double counting" was more
rational and equitable Aan arbitrarily choosivg one category or dividing
a paragraph in half.

The Tables and,Figures in this study report on the veryAnimal'atten-
tion paid by'the authors to such topics as sexism; however, tne figures
would be even smaller if "double counting" had_ not been employed.

4

2. Names: When the names listed In the index, footnotes, bibliography
'or content could not be reCognized clearly as male or female, the names
were not tounted in any of the cdtegories. This occurred most often when
first initials rather than first names were used, and in some cases when
first names were'of foreign extraction. When those occurred, "n/a" is
recorded .on the. tables.

' 4
3. Ratios: In Tables, ratios below two have been reported to the nearest
tenth. Ratios above two have been reported to the nearest whole number.
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APPENDIX B: TEACHER E6UCATION TEXTS'SELECTED FOR CONTENT ANALYSIS

Foundations of Education or Introduction to Education

i

James Johnson et al. Introduction to the Foundations-of American
Education. 3rd Edition. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1975.

Robert Richey. Planning for Teaching. 5th Edition. New"Y.ork: McGraw-
Hill, 1973. '

Kevin Ryan and Jame,Cooper. Those Who Can-, Teach. 2nd Edition. Boston:

Houghton Mifflin, 1975.

WilliamVan tducation: A Beginning. 2nd Edition,. Boston;
Houghton Mifflin, 1974.

Educational Psychology

Robert Biehler. Psychology Applied to Teaching. 3rd Edition. Boston:

goughton Mifflin, 1978.

N. L. Gage and David C. Berliner. Educational Psychology. Chicago:

R#and McNally, 1975.

Thomas Good'and Jere E... Brophy. Educational Psychology: A Realistic
Approach New York: :Holt, Rinehart and.Winsten, 19,7.

Metnods of Teaching_ Reading

Martha Dallman et al. The Teac4ing of Reading. 4th Edition. New York:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1974.

Dolores DuAin. Teaching Them to Read. 2nd Edition. BOton: Allyn

and Bacon, 1974.

Robert Karlin. Teaching Elementary Reading. 2nd Edition. New York:

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1975.

George Spache and Evellt"B.Spathe. Readfng in the Elementary School.

4th Edition. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1977.

Miles Zintz. The Reading Process. 2nd Edition. Dubuque, Iowa:

Wm: Z. Brown, 1975. ,

Methods of Teaching Language.Arts

.Paul Burns and Betty Broman. ihe Language Arts in Childhood Education.

3rd Edition. Chicago: Rand McNally19i.
0

Sara Lundsteen. Children Learn to Communicate. Englewood Cl fs, New

Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1976.
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Walter Petty, Dorothy Petty and Majorie Becking, Experienoes in Language.
2nd Edition. Bostoh: Allyn and Baton, 1976.

. Dorothy Rubin. Teaching_El mentarytangudle Arts. New o^rk: Holt,
Rinehart.and Winston, 19 5.

Methods of Teaching Mathematii

Foster.I. Grossnickle 'and John Reckzeh. Discovering Meanings in Elementary
Sthoól Mathematics. 6th Edition. New York: Hoit, ginehart and
Winston, 1973.

James Heddens. Todax's Mathematics. 3rd;Edition.j Chicago: Science
Research Associates, Inc., 1974

John Marks et al. TeaChing Elementary School. Mathematics for Understand-
ing. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975.

Methods of Teaching Science

Glenn Blough-and Julius Schwartz. Elementary School Science and Hovirto
Teach It. 5fh Edition. New York: Hait, Rhtnehart and Winston, 1974.

Peter Gega. Science in Elementary Education. 3rd Edition. New Y rk:.
John Wiley and SonS', 1977.

Mary-Budd Rowe. Teaching Science as Continuous Inquiry. ;2nd Edi ion.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978. -N

Methods of Teachtng SOcial Studies

john Jarolimek. Social Studies in Elementary Education. 5th Edition.
New York: Macmillan, 1977.

John Michaelis. Social_Studies for Children in a Democracy: gecent
Trends and Develqpments. 6th Edition. Englewood C1if4, New Jersey:
Prentice-eHalt, 1976.
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AfPENDIX C: THE TREATMENT OF RACIASIANKETHNIC. MINORITIES IN TEACHER
EDUCATION TEXTBOOKS:, SoMe. Findings and a Call for

. Further lesearch 4.
1

:111

A

Although the focus of this-study concerned' the treatment of women, ,

sexism, and related issues, we decided to go: beyond this biuipdary in order
tO consider the coVerage afforded raCial A 4=Athnic minorittes- in these
major teacher edmcatiollp., texts.

. We wanted t$btai,i sgme indkati n.of the
.progreSs MelphaytOthervil.ea of education4l equ(ity *.o,4ictv. dated '

sex equity ou.i. nationalonsciousness.Us 42 ,described
in Appendix A, Vesearch mothod6160,-.4retallie X , 4/1-

. .

amount of content space in the following areas: 4 .eihn c. -.?, mtna7
tion, experiences and contributions oftracial/ethn. r'etupA. andzr. alt:-.._

--ethac-affeteht6§-.-------
) . is, At .

j;. .4%

f .

% '. X . .. A , y ,/'" .3'.r. ,..,g

.RaciallEthnic Discrimination: Topics iiilude ster 'Wog oNnfii;Cril mi-
nation against racial and ethnic groups:Als in the sg 141 sgek$1k s
directed at cOmbatting'such discrimination are also 1lodê4,ië '.' T
areas' include cultural pluralism; affirmative action;ertintegai JA
judicial activities; and curricular materialt and inst ctional prftedUres
the teacher can utilize to combat the iMpact 0:discHminat1onT40 raejal
and ethnic minorities included in this sectioW*re slac1(.9 JO-M*10 Native
AMericans, Asian Americans, and the spectrum of 'white ethnic groppsi

. 0 :.. -,. ' 4'.'. ,-
Lcperiences and Contributions of Ra ial Ethnic Gts .!,_.; :,r,0.1.'a 4_ to
the experiences-and contributions.of Indiyia1 group, membOtp4A...ve ,as. . -.

the general experiences and- contributions.fono# gt5pul aria-ln *died_
i n th it-category . Exampl et-' of con tri bud ons '-la re tMjdutohltpti f;*.ophy,

1.tr'i.
of W. E. B. DuBets,;,.Ihe work of Natiye' Affierican ed' 01-44.1?.W.Vetig ;0

riculum that reflects their heritage; and the leader0Wof Cesar:m.2 . ).- it 4,--
, union organization: Examples of experiences-are 0011060,44W

. ,

pot"( theory on white ethnics; the difficul:tieS speakki,p-A,Oehttan .pd tOph
have in 'schocl ; and Ihe exberiences of.-:.,brack chi ldferi. in:.segregated sc

."'".,,ci'-tl,",' ,...-4.,fe ,..:1.1:1,;.,-i.:

. 4, .

Racial /Ethnic Di fferencbs: Thfs area i nelVdes -reeareh:sttiouiA'tid --dii.;.eok-.4t).:
comparisons related to racial, 'arid ethnic differencet and singilariffe, -es'.6L'. '

' areas i ncl ude. Intel 1 i gence, behavior, tnterests, abi 1 i ties, 'motivations
..t:..

talents, career aspirations, home environment, and languacie. -

.,1
As a result of this aspect -of the content analysis, four.general find-

ings emerged: 1)* In several texts, racial and ethnic minorities were Ourkted
entirely; 2) some textbooks used dated references and stereotypic descrip.r.
tions when referring to specific.minority groups; 3) many books relied on
unclear generalizations when discussing minority group children; and 4) the
illustrat4ons found in most texts reflected a. significant representation of
minority figures.

AL
As Table lb. indicates.,, fieundations of education texts include the most

coverage of iisues concerning racla) and ethnic minorities. In contrast,
patterns of omission characterize most of:the math and science methods

+
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texts anaiyzed in the study. In fact, fouvi of the math and science books
do not include any inforMation about minority group students. The remain-
ing two math and science texts offer'but a few paragraphs on this topic, ,

describing in very general terms some of the problems confronting minority
group students. In half the texts less than 1 percent of textbook content '

is devoted to the issUe of racial and ethnic discrimination. In these
texts, prospectiolteachers are given-little preparation for understanding
or working with children from diverse racial and ethnic gackgrounds.

Ironically, the facl that a'textbook includes significant coverage of
racial and ethnic minorities is no assurance that the treatment is accurate
or based on contemporary research and theory. For example, the Zintz read-
ino methods text Offers the most coverage .of ethnic and racial discrimination
but sometimes uses dated references and offers stereotypic portrayals. Thus,.
in describing "the hard-cdre lower class," Zintz quotes froma. 1962 journal:

-The lower-class Negro family pattern commonly,consists of
a female-dominated household, with either the mother or
the grandmother acting as the mainstay of the family unit.
The husband, if present, is often-an ineffective family
leader. The boy growing up in a Negro famdly frequently
perceives his, father aS a person with a low-status job, who
ts regarded with:indifference or varying degrees of hostility
by members of the out-group. In'short, the lower-class Negro
adult male is ?eldom regarded as a worthwhile masculine model
for the boy to emulate.

(quoted in Zintz, p. 439)

The reliance of the authors on broad generalizations when referring to
minority groups represents still another problem found in these books.
pmbrella terms such as "culturally different," "disadvantaged" and "low
socioeconomic" make sorting out which information refers to which group a
constant challenge. .In fact, although many readers may envison black Or
Hispanic children when authors discuss the "disadvantaged," Good and Brophy
point out that in their educational psychology text, aprobably 80 percent
of 'the disadvantaged' are white" (p. 197). Prospectiv, teachers are left
to their own resources to sort out the meaning of these terms, and as.a
result, textbook discussion ofmerica's diverse minority groups oftentlacks
precision and clarity.

The analysis also reveals an obvious discrepancy between the content
of these texts and their illustrations. While minorities are under-
r resented in or even omitted from text narrative, they are remarkably
visible in the illustrations. As Table.15 indicates, in 4:)me texts a5 many
as 30 or 40 percent of all the illustrated figures are pleOly.minority group
members. Although 26 percent of the figures in Gega's science methods book
are minority group members, there is virtually no discussion relate(' to :
minorities in the text content. In the Johnson foundations text, 3 percent

4
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TABLE 15

Space Allocation: Issues Concerning
fadal and Ethntc -Minorities

Percentage of Percentage of
Index Citations Concerning: Content Concerning:

Texts Analyzed
,

,

Experiences
& Contribu-
tions of
Racial/
Ethnic
Groups

Racial/
Ethnic

Discrim-
ination

Racial/

Ethnic
Differ-
ences

experiences
& Contribu-
tions of
Racial/
Ethnic
Groups

.
_

Rdcial/

Ethnic
Discrim-
ination

,

,

Racial/

Ethnic
differ-
ences

Minority %
of Total
Illustra-

tions

. ,,
Foundations of Education and-
Introductory Education Texts

1. Johnson et al. 4.5% 5.0% 2.0% 3.0% 6.0% 1.0% 46.0%

2. Richey 0.3% 0.8% 0.2% 0.7% 3.0% 0.3%. 12.0%

3. Ryan & Cooper
,

0.6% 012% %.,.....:mie1.0% 2.0% 6.0% 0.2% 13.0%

4. Van Til 5.0% 5.0% / 1.0% 4.0%
.

3.0% 0.2% 39.0%
,

Educational Psychology Textbooks

1. Biehler' 2.3% , 2.8% 0.9% -I.9% 4.2% 0.7% 21.0%
f

-.

2. Gage & Berliner 0.7% 1.3% 0.9% 1.5%' i.3% 0.5% 13.5%,

3. Good & Brophy 0.2% 0.7% 0.3% 0.3% 0.4% 0.2% 34.0%

-

7

"
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TABLE 15, continued 4

Percentage of
Index Citations Concerning:

Percentage of
-Content Concerning:

Texts Analyzed

.

,'
,..

,

, Experiences
& Contribu-
tjons of
Racial/
Ethnic
Groups

Racial/
Ethnic ,

Discrim-
tnation

Racial/
Ethnic

Differ-
tnces

.

txperiences,
& Contribu-
tions of

'Racial/
Ethnic
Groups

Racial/
Ethnic

Discrim-
,ination

Racial/

Ethnic
Differ?
ences

_i

Minority %
Of Total
Iliustra-
tions

.

Lanquagp Arts Methods

,

Textbooks

1. Burns & Braman 1.1% 0.80% 2.20% 0.8% 0.60% 0.40% 24.0%
r

2. Lundsteen 1.8% 2.000% 0.$0% 0.9% p.m% 0.0% 6.0%

3. Petty, Petty, & . 1.9% ,1.30% 070% 1.0%
,

1.50% 0.10% 7..4%
Becking

4. Rubin 0.9% 2.20% 1.80% 0.3% 1.90% 0.50% '18.0%
,

.
/

Reading Methods Textbooks .
.

. ,

1. Dallmandet'al: 2.0% 1.40% 1.50% 3.7% /0.70% 0.20% 8 6%

2. Durkin 0.3% 0.80% 0.30% 0.4% ,0.30% 0.00% 0.0%

3. Karlin 0:2% 0.07% 0.07% 0:3% 0.08%. 0.06% 28.0%
,

4. Spache & Spache. 3.2% 2.20% 3.20% 0.81. . 2.00% 1.00% 4.0%

5. Zintz 2.0% 1.00% 1.00% 4.1% v-6.80% 1.80% , 11.4%
.

CI"
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a

Percentage'Of

TABLE 15, continued,

Index Citations Concerning:

a

. 4

Me.

Vercentage of
tontent Concerning:

Texts Analyzed Experiences
& Contribu-
tions of
Racial/ .

Ethnic
Groups

Racial/
Ethnic

Discrim-
ination

-

Racial/
Ethnic

Differ-
ence-s

Experiences
& Contribu-,
tions of
Racial/
Ethnic
Groups

Racial,/

Ethnic,

Discrim-
ination

Racial/
Ethnic

Differ-
ences!

.

Minority 1
.of Total

Illustra,

ttions

Math Methods Textbooks ,

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

,

0.00%

0.00%

0.03%

,

.,140%

MO%

0.00%

6.00%

0.00%

,

0.00%

0.00%

0.03%

,

-

1.40%

0.70%

0.00%

0.00%

-

0.00%

0.06;

0.00%

0.02%

.

0.2%

0.2%
.

0.00%

0:00%

-0.08% .

.

0.67%
,

0.00% -

hop%

I

1.80%

1.50%

A.0%

0.0%

0.,1%

0.0%

0.0%°

0.3%

0.9%

2.3%

f"

It

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.09%

0.00%

0.04%

,

17.6%

6.9%

24.0%

17.0%

26.0%

, 260%

S

6.0%

23.0%
.

1. Grossnickle &
Reckzeh

2. Heddens
.

3. Marks et al.

Science Methods Textbooks

1. Blough f Schwartz

2. Gega i

3. Rowe t

Social Studies Methods
fexibooks ,

1. Jarolimek

2. Michaelis .
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t

the'discuSsitn concerns the experiences and contributIons of midbrities
while almost 1141f of the figures illustrated are mtnority member'. This
imbalance is-found in varying degrees in the other texts analyzed (with the
exception Of the Durkin reading methods text, which omits minority figuresfrom its illustrations). The vast majority of these books are illustrating
a world they do not discuss.

This imbalance between illustrations qnd content was also found in
the treatment of wOMen, and perhaps some of the explanations provided in
that section mailialso be applicable here. In general, however, these
texts-devote cOaiderably more content.space-to issues concerning racial
and ethnic minorities than to issues concerning women. /Most of the books
dgcribe the nature and iMpact of racism in greater depth and with more
detail.than the nature and impact of sextsm. This does not mean that
tacher---edixat-ton-buoks -yet high marks'in this area. It simply means.that
in -half the texts the coverage is greaterlhan 1.percent.

.

_Our investigation indicates the need fbr a comprehensive analysis-.
specifically focused on the treatment of racial and ethnic minorities in
teacher education textbooks: Initial findings.suggest.that these tex8
are deficient.in this area. A more comprehensive analysis,can point the
way'to the,deyelopment of future texts which more sensitively and accurately.
portray America's pluralistic society.

rNs.
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'APPENDIX D: SELECTED-BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SEXISM IN EDUCATION*

Section I: An Overview of Sexism in Education

Arnold-, Lois. Sexism in the chemistry curriculum. Curriculum Review,
)977 16, 180-183.
Sex-roTa stereotyping and lack of female role models work together

- to perpetuate feelings of inadequacy on the part of women in
chemistry. classes.

Berdaad,,Susan; Stacy, Judith; and Daniels, John (Eds.). 'find Jill came
tumbling after: Sexism in American education. Net/ York: DOT, 1974.
Thi s is a general_anthology-4f contemperary.-- essays en sexily-4n-
American education. It contains an annotated bibliography offurther
readings and a resource list for action and information.

r, Carol Anne. Test content in mathematics and2scien4: The considei.a-
tion of sex. Paper presented at ple 60th annuli meetingof the

. American Educational Research Association, San Francisco, April 1976.
(ERIC document number: ED 129 886).
This paper discusses sex-role stereotyping and implications fgr tests
in math and science.

Fennepia,,Elizabeth, and Sherman, Julia. Sex-relatedtifferences in
kmathematics learning: Myths realities, and related factors. Paper'
*esenterat the annual meeting of the American cssotiatfon for the
"Advancement of Science, Boston, February 1976. (ERIC document number:

r ED 129 633)
This paper discusses research concerned with sex differences related
to mathematical achievement.

.

Frazier, Nancy, and Sadker, Myra. 5exism in school and society. New York:
Harper and Row, 1973.
This book is adaressed specifically to teachers and provides an overiiew
of the basic issues related to sexism in education. It includes an
annotated bibliography and a questionnaire on sex bias in education.-

Gersoni-Stavn, Diane. Sexism and youth. New York: R. R. Bowker Co., 1974.
An anthology of addresses, essays, reports, and resource lists ,

concerning sexism in socialization, schools, toys; and children's
literature. Both male and female sex stereotyping is considered.

*Compiled by RutA S. Garies and Carolym.Dozier
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Grahim,,, Alma. The making of a nonsexist dictionary. Ms., 1973, 1
(December).
Reports on American Heritage-Houghton,Mifflin compdter study of :

1,000 textbooks and reading Materials used in seventeen diffdrent
subject areas in grades 3-9 in public, private, and parochial A

schools across the United &tateS':

Grambs, Jean D., and Waetjen, Walter B. Sex: Does it make a difference?
Sex roles in the modern world. Nath Scituate, Mass.: Duxbuzy
ress, 1975.
Synthesizes research studies concerning sex-role behavior..-Topics
range from the impact of sex-typing on infants to patterns of bias
tn schooling, college, and employment.

Greenberg, Selma. Right from the start. .A,guide to nonsexist child
rearing. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1978.
Traditional views of child rearing based on sek-role stereotyping
are discussed and refuted in this book. Chapters on redefinition
of motherhosd and fatherhodd, and the restructuring of the,family
are included%

Henley, Nancy, and Thorne, Barrie (Eds.). Language.and sex: Difference
and dominance. Rowley, Mass.: Newbury House, 1975.

. A Collection of articles and essays on sex differences in language,
speech and nonverbal communication, with detailed bibliography.

Kaminski, Donna M. et al. Why lemales don't like mathematics: The
effect of parental expect#tions. Paper presented at the annual
meeting of the American Sociological Association, New York,.
August 1976. (ERIC doqument number: ED 134 530)
This report presents evidence from a longitudinal study that early
socialization in the famtly results in differential mathematical
career outcomes for males and females.

Maccoby, Eleanor Emmons, and Jacklin, Carol Nagy. The psychology of sex
diffvences. Stanford', Calif.:, Stanford University Press, 1974.
A comprehensive review of the research findings on psychological
sex differences.

Miller, Casey, and Swift, Kate. Words.and women: New language in new
After. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1976.
Deals with the various ways in which sex bias is built into the
English language. Sammarizes problem areas and suggests_ solutions.

Project on Equal Education Rights. Stalled at the start. Washington,
D.C.: NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc., 1977.
An analysis of ,HEW's failure to adequately enforce implementation
of Title IX.

Reed, Linda, and O'Donnell, Holly. Not for women only: ERIC/RCS Report.
Language Arts, 1978, 55 (2), 223-229.
This report disvsses sex-role stereotyping and its effect upon
children. .It detcribes eleven ERIC documents which deal with this

. topic.
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Rossi, Alice S. The feminist papers. ,New York: Bantam, 1974:
A collection of critical documents in feminist history, spanning two
centuries.

Sherman, Julia A. Girls' attitudes toward mathematics: Implications for
counseling. Paper presented at'the 84th annual convention of the
American Psychological Association, Washington, D.C., 1976. (ERIC
document number: ED 134 920)
Two thousand 6th-to-12th-gisade boys and girls were administered
tests of mathematics aptitude and tests to measure the strength of
sex-role stereotyping. Results at all levels showed no 4sex-related
differences in math aptitude but subjects Of both sexes saw math
as a male domain.

Sherman, Julia, and Fennemas Elizabeth. Che study of mathematics by high
school girls and boys: Related variables. American Educational
Research Journal, 1977, 14 (2), 159-168.
This study focuses upon current math students' intent to enroll in
further mathematicS,courses. Significantly more males than females
planned to take more math courses. This was especially true among
those students ih the lower half of the achievement distribution.

Simpson, Christina J. Educational mdterials and children's sex-role
concepts. Language Art, 1978, 55 (2), 161-167.
This is a review of research on the development of sex-role concepts
in children and the effects of educational materials on children's
sex-stereotyped thinking.

Sprung, Barbara. Peripectives on nonsexist early childhood education.
New York: Teachg's College Press, 1978.,
Thislmk deals with sexism and its ,effects in early childhood
education. It includes Suggestions.for ways in which teachers
and parents can combat sexism in the classroom.

Stock, Phyllis. Better than rubies. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1978.
This is a history of female education in the Western world from the

. Reriaissance to the present.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The National Project
on Women in Education. Taking sexism out of education. Washington:
U.S. Government printing Office, 1978.
This is a.collection of articles fromra series originally published
in American Education, April - July 1977. TOpics included are legal
aspects (Title IX) of sexism, sexism/sex bias in the schools and
school curricurum, the role of the school counselor in helping to
eliminate sex bias, vocational equality, and changing Male sen roles.

, Most of the articles contain suggestions and strategies for effecting
change.



Section II: The Portrayal of Females and Minorities in Instructional
Materials

,+

Britton, Gwyneth E., and Lumpkin, Margaret C.' For sale: Subljminal bias
in textbooks. (ERIC document number: ED 140 279)
Despite publications of guidelines by textbook pub1ishe(4, this
analysis shows that little change has been made in the coverage
accorded females or ethnic. minority group members.

Blyer, Mary Gloyne (Compiler). American Indian authors for yodn9 readers:
A selected bibliograph. New Yoi-k: Association on American Indian
Affairs, 1973.
After studying over 600 children's boqics, the Association on American
Indian Affairs recommended only 63, relecting most of the others
because the content or illustrations were conspicuously offensive.

Carlsen, Julie Ann. A comparison of the' trottment of the _Negro in
children's literature in the periods 1929 - 1938 and 1959-- 1968.
Storrs: University_of Connecticut, 1969. (Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, DA A30:3452-A)
This study revealed less stereotyping in the later period investi-
gated but the literature still-failed to adequately reflect the black
experience.

Oe Crow, Karen. Look, Jane,look! See Dick fun and jump! Admire him!
In S. Anderson (Ed.), Sex differences and discrimination in
ducation. Worthington, bbio: Charles A. Jones, 1972. .

An ana ysis of a series of social studies books produced by ten
pdblishing houses revealed no women working outside the home except
as'teachers or nurses.

Falkenhagen, Maria; Johnson, Carole; and Balasadichael A. The treatment
of Americans in recent children's literatdm7Nntegrated Education,
1973, 11 (July), 58-59.
The results of this analysis suggest that stereotyping of Native
Anthricans is still-commonly found in children's literature today.

Garcia, Jesus. From bloady savagesto'heroic chiefs. American Indian
Education, 1978, 17 (2), 15-19.
This is a report'of a content analysis of five U.S. History texts
for stereotypic phrases applied to American Indians. The conclusion
is that the portrayal of Native Americans haslIdt Changed-signifi-
cantly between 1956 and 1976.

Graebner,-Ptand Bennett. fi decade of sexism in readers. Reading Teacher
,/1912, 26 (1), 52-58,

[he stereotype of women in elementary reading texts_has changed
little from the early 1960s to the early1]970s.

Grund-ScpaCk, Donna, and gerlowitz, Marvin J. Sex-role stereotyping in
,East GerAill versus U.S. textbooRs. Reading Teacher, 1977, 31 (3),
275-279.
There appears to be less sex steieotyping in East*German reading
texts compared with those of the United States.

4111
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Larrick, Nancy: The a)l-ribite world of children's books. Saturday-
'Review, 1969, 48 (September 11), 63-65, 8445.
Tiffiitudy of ZWildrenks books published-between 1962 arid 1964 5howed
that 93 percent of them did notAnclude a single black.character.

MacLeod, Jennifer S., and Silverman, Sandha T. "You won't do!" What
textbooks o6 U.Soovernment teach high school girls, with Sexism

.in textbooks: An annotated sobrte tist 0-1-6011- studies and remedies,
Pittsburgh: INDW-, , 1973. Available from kNOW-, Inc., P. D.
Box 86031, Pi ttsbutlh, Pa. 15221.'
This book'reports the results of content analyses of eight popular
texts used in high.!school government/civics classes. It includes
recommendations fqr more equitable treatment of women in textbooks.

Stewig, John, and Higgs, Margare.t. :Girls grow up to be mommies: A study
of sexism in children's literature. Library Journal, 1973, 98.
(2), 236-244.
An analysis of 154.randomly selected picture books revealed that
83 percent showed women in homemaking roles only.

,U'Ren, Marjorie B. The image Of.women in textbooks. In Vivian GorniCk
and Bahbara Moran (Eds.), Woman in sexist iociety-- Studies in_power
and powerlessness. New York% Basic Books, 1971.
ThfS is an analysis of stereotypic images of females in-textboas

. for the'2nd through the 6tn grades.

Weitzman, Lenore J.; Eifler, Debo ah; Hokada, Elizabeth; and Ross,
Catherine. Sex-role socialization in picture books for preschool
children. American Journal of Sociology, 1972, 77 (6), 1125-1150.
An analysis of the piCture books Alai were the Caldecott.winners
and runners-up between 1953 and 1971.

Weitzman, Lenore J., and.Rizzo, Diane. Biased textbooks: Images of, males
and females in elementary school textbooks in five subject areas:
What you can do about biased textbooks. Washington, D.C: ffational

Foundation for the Improvement of Education, 1974.
, This booklet discusses the prevalence of stereotyping in elementary

texts and offers suggestions on' how to cope with sexist teachilg
materials.

Weston, Louise C., and Stein, Sandra L. A content analysis of publishers'
guidelines for the elimination'of sex-role stereotyping. Educational
Researcher, 1978, 7 (3)', 13-14.
This study investigated the use of guidelines by publishers and
the comprehensiveness of these.guidelines.

-Women on Words and Images. Dick and Jane as victims: 'Sexiiptereotypjng
in children's readers. Princeton: Women on Words ariTfinages; 1975.
This study shows the pervasiveness of sex-role.stereotyping in
children's readers and discusses the impact this stereotyping has

- on girls anOoyt. It offers recommendations for authors in writipg
nonsexist readersT
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Zak, Rai, and Kaufman, Shlomit. Sex-stereotypes in Israeli prfmersl. ,er
A content analysis approach. Studies in Educational Evaluation,

.1977, 3 (1), 27-37.
,

A contint analysis of primary reading textbooks used in Israel
indicates that sex stereotypes are present there.

Section III: Resources for eProviding_Sex_Equity in Edbcation

Ahlum, Carol, and Fralley, Jacqueline. High school feminist spdies.
. Old Westbury, WY.: The Feminist Press; .1976.

Twenty-three syllebj of Courses developed by high school teach
are described iR thi's book. m

4- '
American Association tf Colleges for Teacher Education. Journal of

Teacher Education (Winter 1975) 26. Special Issue, "The Molding of
the Nonsexist Teacher." American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education, 1 Dup nt Circle, WdShington, D.C. 20036. .

All articles in this'is ue deal with the various topics related,
to the provision of se equity in educ4fion.

Baker, Gwendolyn et al. Teaching about minority women. Special Current
Issues Publications, ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education,
Suite 616, 1 Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C. -20026. 1977.

Addresses.the conversion of racism and sexism as well as implica-
tions for teacher education.

Campbell, Patricia. Sex stereotyping in education. Developed under
funding by the Women's Educational Equity Act Program, Office of
Education, U.S. Department of Health, Educationand4elfare_Att
Available fram Education Developmertt Center, Inc.; 55 Chapel Street,
Newton, Mass. 02160. 1979.

Sevn modules (cassette and booklet) explore women's roles in ,

sci nce, mathematics, language arts, physical education, American
his ory, educetional history, and human growth and development.

Council on Interric4e1 Books for Children. Stereotypes, distortions,
and omissions in U.S. History textbooks. New York: Jacism and
Sexism Resource Center for Educators, 1977.
Includes methods of analyzing texts for bias and approaches for
counteracting this bias.

Davis, Lenwood G. The black woman in American society: A selec
annotated bibliography. Boston: G. K. Hall and Co., 1975.
An annotated bibliography which focuses upon_the achievements of
the black woman in the United States as well as the barriers and
obstacles to achievement.

Donady, B., and Tobias, S. Math anxiety. Teacher, 1977, 95 (November),
71-74.

A fear of math combines with traditional societal influences to
produce a disproportionate number of math-avoiding and/or math-
anxious girls and women4 Authors suggest math clinics to assist
individuals in overcoming math anxiety.

41.
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.

Educational Challenges, Inc. Today's thangino: ri6144.An approackto non-
sexist teaching. Washington, D,C.: Resource,CenW Aft S,-ex Roles::
in Edlication, National Foundation for the Improvement-of-Educationi-,-
1974.'s,

This publication provides a model for dealing with sex-role stereo-
'types in the elementary, intermediate, and secondary classroom.

.

Focus on the Futulk PrOjeet. Focus on the future. Technical manual;
Leader's manual; and Picture stimulus sets. Produced under the
auspices of the Women's Educational Equity ActOffice of Education,
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 'Distributed by
Education Development Center, 55 Chapel Street, Newton, Mass. 02160.

Nitato
This is a career-guidance- activity for secondary- school-students.
-Iris designed to stimulate discussion of sei, stereotyping and its
implications for planning for the future.

Froschl, Merle, and Williamson, Jane, Feminist resources for schools and
colleges: A guide to currtcular materials. Old Westbury, N.11.:
The Feminist Press, 1977.
A newry revised and expanded Feminist resources, which has MOT*
than 500 listings of nonsexist books, pamphlets, articles, audio-
visual resources, and other materials.

Grambs, Jean (Ed.). Teaching abo4 women in the social studies.
Arlington, Virginia: National Council for the Social Studies, 1976.
Contains'articles on assessing bias in social studies materials
and on instructional approaches for counteractfng this bias.

Guttentag, Marcia et al. Undoing sx stereotypes: Research and resources
for education. sip( York: McG w-H411, 1976.
This book documents a field suryey and intervention program for
changing sex-role stereotyping fn children. In addition to
reporting the results of the program, it also provides a vartety
of curricular resources and lesson plans which can be used at .

elementary and secondary levels.

Henslee, Tish, and Jones, Peg. Freedom of reach for young children:
Nonsexist early childhood education. Wishington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education,
1977.

This booklet has been designed for ieachers of children in preschool
: and primary grades. It includes background'infOrmation on sex-role

development as well as activities-and-programs for nonsexist teaching.

:144spapic women and education: Annotated selected references and resources.
"4. Available from the Womenls Educational 'Equity Communications Network,%

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research.and Development, 1855
Folsom Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94163.
This bibliography is especialty concqrned withlissugs relating to
Hispanic women in education.
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Howard, Suzanne. Liberating our children ourselves.
American Association o University omen, 1975.
This is a description of women's studies courses.
course objectives, syllabi, and readings.

International Reading Association; Committee on Sexism and Reading.
Guide for evaluating sex stereotyping in reading materials.
Reading Teacher, 1977, 31 (3), 288-289.
rhis article presents arecklist for teachers to use in analyzing

feduCational materials sex stereotypes.
101.

-,
Kent, Martha. Competence is for everyone. Developed under 'funding-from

the Women's Educational Equity Act Program, Office of Education, U.S.
Department af -1-1fea -1-th, /du-cattail, and-Welfare. -Avail-able- from

Education Development Center, lonc., 55 Chapel Street, Newton, Mass.
02160. 1979.

.

Discusses sex and racial stereotypes as related to pers§nal experi

I/1

ences, social institutions, and historical. perspectivelq, For use
with intermediate, secondary, and junior college students.

Washington, D.C.:

It includes

Matthews, Martha, and McCune, Shirley. Complying with Title IX: Imple-
menting institutional self-evaluation: Washington, D.C.: Resources
Center on Sex ROles in Education, National Foundation for the
Improvement of Education (1201 16th Street, N.W., Mashington, D.C.-

, 20036), 1976,
This manual provides materials for local education agencies to
assist them in implementing an institutional self-evaluation.

Matthews, Martha, and McCune, Shirley. Title IX grievance procedures:
An introductory maaual. Washington, Resource Center on Sex
Roles in Education, National Foundation for the Improvement of
Education (1201'16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036), 1976.
This manual is designed to assist education institutions and agencies
to develop,.evaluate, and implement Title IX grievance procedures.

McLure, Gail Thomas, and.McLure, John,W, Women's studies. ,Washington,
p.C.: National Education Assotiation, 1977.
This book offers assistan0-to educators in structuring 'women's
studies programs in school systems.

Monteith, M. K, Alternatives to burning sexist textbooks; ERIC/RCS' .

report. Reading Teacher, 1977, 31, 346-350.
Addressed to the teacher who must cope with sexist materials. The
first step is to become aware of sex-role stereotyping. jhe 'author
suggests activities and sources for further information.

Naiman, A. What to do aboit sex bias in the curriculum. ApierfCan'
Education, 1977, 13 (April), .

/

biscusses several approaches to take in redressing lism in schools.
Presents recommendations for school boards knd state oards of
education.
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Peri, Teri. Math equals, biographies of womeb mathematicians _p_lus related

activities. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Vesley Publishing, 1978..
Thfs book contains biographies and contributions of nine female
mathematicians, with suggested nathematical activities associated
w4_the-work of each.

Sadker, David. Being a man -- A unit of instructional activities on
male role stereotyping. -Washington, D.C.: U.S. bepartment of

Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, 1977.
This Unit has been developed for teachers of junior and senior high
school students. It provides background information on issues of
sex-role stereotyping and also classroom strategies and lesson.plans

to helV§tudents become aware of the male role stereotype.

Sager, Myra. A student gyjde to Title IX. -Rathington, D.C.: 1J.-S-.

DepartMent of Health,TEducation, and Welfare, 0 fice of Education,

1977.
This booklet presents in plain language the stude ts' rights and

responsibilities regarding seA equity in schools s defined in

-Title 'IX.' Although designed for junior and senior high students,
itiis valuable for anyone who wants to understand the requirements
of\this law.

.
Sadker, Myra Pollack, and Sadker, David Miller. Now upon a time: A

contemporary view of children's, literature. New York: Harper and

, Row, 1977.
This book discusses the crucial issues of society today and the ways

these issues are handled in children's literature. Topics which

are discussed include growing old, death, the,treatment of various

racial and ethnic minorities, sexism, and ecology. Extensive

.
bibliographies accompany each Chapter.

Schulwitz, Bonnie Smith. Coping with sexism in readtbg materials. The

Reading Teacher, 1976, 29 (May), 768-770.
This article presents tactics for teachers to utiltze when the
reading materials available in their schools are slist.

Sprung, Barbara. No sexist education foryoung children. A practical

guide. New Yor : Citation Press, 1975.
This is a practi'a1 guide for pawits and other educators of pre-
schoolers on how to avoid sexist ldnguage and behavior patterns and

how to counteract sexyal stereotypes'presented elsewhere (TV, books,

etc.).

Styler, Sandra. tiographical models for young feminists. Language Arts,

1978, 55 (2), 168-174.-
This article suggests ways of studying.women's bickraphies so that

young girls. are provided 4.th appropriate role models.

TABS': A quarterly journal of aid for ending_sexism in schools. Lucy

Picco Simpson, ed., 744 Carroll Sf., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11216.

C6ntains articles, posters, lesson plans, biographies, and school

programs for nonsexist education.
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Ty er, Karen, and Nilsen, Alleen. Educational equity through school,
libraries. Developed under funding from the Women's-Educational
Equity Act Program, 'Office of Education, U.S. Uepartmentsof Health,
Education, and Welfare. Available from Education Development
Center, Inc., 55 Chapel Street, Newton, Mass. 02160. 1979.
A set of materials designed to help in-service school librarians
acquire attitudes and skills necessary for the promotion of
educational equity through their professional activities in the
schools.

Zimet, Sara Goodman. J'rint and prejudice. London, England: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1976. .

Includes sections on the effects of printed media on attitudes
(

toward minority groups; also treats_ reading achievement in relation _

to ethnic and sex differences.
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